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Best UK and Global
shipping company to and
from the Falkland Islands
Call 21833 or email
sales@saas.co.fk

Pebble
Island up
for sale

MPA rotor
winds and
weather to
be studied

THE Ministry of Defence and
the Falkland Islands Government
have agreed to fund a programme
of scientific study into the
weather systems experienced at
MPA, with the aim of improving
predictability.
In 2017, the FIG and the MoD
began a programme of work to
examine how best to respond
to the challenges caused by the
prevalence of rotors at Mount
Pleasant Airport. These are associated with air turbulence and are
a reason for flight delays, which
have impacted on the operation of air travel to and from the
Falkland Islands.
Continued page 2

Talia Jones and Lachlan Crowie battle it out at Saturday’s
Stanley Sports Association Mini Sports - Turn to pages 12-14
for more pictures, report and results

Falklands investments
riding out market turmoil
THE Falkland Islands Government is well positioned to take
advantage of the recent setback in
market levels, according to visiting FIG investment managers.
Paul Fairbrother and Simon
Rivett-Carnac of Sarasin & Partners, one of the two firms that
handles Falkland Islands Government investments are in the
Falklands this week. The company manages the pension fund,
the growth fund and the insurance
fund, totalling some £180 million
and their report to the Members
of Legislative Assembly and Director of Finance James Wilson
was extremely positive, with the
growth fund up 12.4%, the pension fund up 12.6% and the insurance fund up 1.5%.
There was turmoil this week

Weekend
weather

in stock markets worldwide as
Wall Street experienced its biggest one-day fall since 2011, but
speaking to Penguin News, Mr
Rivett-Carnac said he considered
this a course correction rather
than an outright crash, and emphasised that FIG’s money was
invested in long-term bonds and
equities that aimed for a sensible,
above-inflation growth target of
around 7% per annum.
“I think the strategy has been
pretty good,” he said.
“It has given really good returns. It’ll just be probably a little
bit harder in the short term, and
that is why actually a correction
is quite good because everyone
resets, calms down and then looks
at the fundamentals of the stock.
People were starting to get irra-

tionally exuberant.”
Mr Fairbrother added that, in
fact: “The setback in market levels will present opportunities to
buy in at lower prices. The FIG
funds are well positioned to take
advantage.”
Mr Rivett-Carnac described
how Carillion was one of the investments his company had rejected for the Falklands. The UK
building giant went into liquidation several weeks ago.
“Our process drew too many
red flags from them. They were
doing very complicated things,
these huge projects, and they
won these contracts on very small
margins. So we didn’t invest
Falklands money in any of these
projects,” Mr Rivett-Carnac told
Penguin News.
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PEBBLE Island is for sale for the
first time in 149 years.
Claire Harris, a direct descendent of the Dean family, and her
husband are in the Islands to
initiate the sale of Pebble Island
which has been in her family
since 1869.
John Markham Dean, a foreman/clerk to John Bull Whittington, arrived at Port Louis along
with his 23-year-old wife and two
children in 1840. He became involved in many lines of business
and was often in competition with
the Falkland Islands Company.
John Markham Dean purchased
Pebble Island in 1869 and established the third sheep farm in the
Falklands. In 1920, his grandson
George Thomas (Bill) took over
the management of Pebble with
his brother. He was the first to
send a radio message from the
outer islands on September 22,
1922, using a hand-turned generator, opening up a new era of
communications.
On a trip back to UK George
met Evelyn Challis and they married in 1928. After their two children were born (Claire’s mother
Jean, and Christopher) he spent
less time in the islands but continued visiting for a few months
on alternate years. Since then
Pebble has been managed from
the UK with frequent visits and
a Falkland Islander has managed
on the ground. More recently the
island has been leased and the
new leasees are replacing most of
the fencing, have developed stock
control and are diversifying into
cattle and a self catering business
in addition to sheep farming, said
Mrs Harris.
Interested parties should email
deanbrothers@hotmail.co.uk for
more information.
Sunday

12C
Strong winds
Some light cloud
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MoD and FIG fund study
into weather at MPC
Continued from front page
The Government and the MoD
have stated that they recognise
the current situation has resulted
in inconvenience to passengers
and stakeholders and that ongoing
travel uncertainty has the potential to impact on the economic and
social wellbeing of the Falklands.
A press release this week noted:
“While it is clear that the Mount
Pleasant Airport location is subject to rotor phenomena, and that
rotors are dangerous to flight operation, the science and technology to predict their occurrence and
severity within precise time windows has not yet been perfected.
“The MoD has determined
that rotor conditions pose an
unacceptable risk to incoming or
outgoing aircraft and therefore
close the airfield to fixed-wing
air operations when there is the
forecast possibility that rotors will
occur.”
Because of this the Falklands’
Government-funded programme
of scientific study has been agreed
and CBFSAI has also agreed with
the Military Aviation Authority that they will undertake independent third-party scrutiny of
BFSAI’s Risk Assessment process and its effect on decisionmaking with regard to airfield operations during periods of forecast
rotors.
The team will be headed by a
senior civil servant, and CBFSAI
has asked that their analysis be
shared with CAA-International

MPC rotor winds - image by
MPC Met Office
to allow a fuller understanding to
be developed of whether the same
approach and decision-making
would be applied if the airfield
were to be operated as a civilian,
rather than a military, aerodrome.
In parallel to this work, FIG
states it is advancing with a range
of actions that will “ultimately reduce pressures on existing travel
options,”
These include ongoing discussions to secure a second commercial flight, and investment in MPA
air terminal facilities to improve
passenger handling capacity.
FIG has also begun its review
of the feasibility of improvements
to Stanley Airport, including
changing its classification.
Options being investigated
include investment to allow the
accommodation of larger aircraft,
such as the air ambulance and
regional flights and improvements
to passenger handling capacity.
A joint project group is being
established to bring these areas
of work together and oversee the
development of plans to deliver
improvements.
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Young woman recovering
after shocking accident
A YOUNG couple, Edd Hewett
and Charly Bainbridge, who suffered a shocking accident while
camping during a recent violent
storm, resulting in serious injuries, are recovering after being
flown to Montevideo, Uruguay
for medical treatment.
Charly, who suffered serious
injuries, is still in pain but on the
whole, “is doing well,” her partner Edd confirmed to Penguin
News this week.
His injuries were minor and he
was discharged quickly from the
British Hospital. Charly suffered
broken ribs and a smashed shoulder blade plus injuries to her liver
as well as broken fingers.
The couple, who arrived in the
Falklands on the yacht Song of the
Whale, had set up camp at Cape
Dolphin but were hit by a storm
on January 30. They sheltered in
an old container which was subsequently flipped countless times
by the wind with the pair inside,
despite them having used rocks
to try and stabilise it before they
sheltered.
On Wednesday this week Edd
told Penguin News Charly had
woken up and started breathing
for herself soon after arriving in
Montevideo and long before they
expected. Not long after she was
eating her first meal in days.
“Since then she has been slightly more mobile and energetic every day,” said Edd.
He said, “Occasionally the

pain gets a little too much, but
the nurses and doctors are always
there in a flash trying to make her
as comfortable as possible.”
He said her liver stopped bleeding very quickly and they assumed it was healing.
“Her lungs are doing well, but
some more fluid appeared in her
chest cavity which is putting pressure on her lungs and making
breathing more difficult. That is
due to be drained off tonight.
“We had hoped surgery
wouldn’t be necessary, but after
some discomfort yesterday and
further inspection this morning
they have decided to operate on
her ribs and fix them back in the
right places. This should speed
her recovery in the long term.”
He said despite all of this she is
mostly chatty and cheerful.
The nurses are lovely, said Edd,
“and one or two are really going
above and beyond. A few days after she arrived they washed all the
blood and mud out of her hair. It
took three washes and after that it
took three nurses over an hour to
brush it.”
Charly’s parents should now be
in Montevideo.
He added: “After hearing various non-committing estimations I
am predicting three weeks before
we fly to the UK. We have to go
that way but to be honest I will be
sad to be heading away from the
Falklands, as that is where I really
want to be.”

VEGETABLE
GARDEN
COMPETITION

FLOWER GARDEN
COMPETITION
The Falkland Islands Horticultural Society

Annual Flower and Vegetable Garden Competition will be judged on Saturday
17th February 2018
If you would like to enter your Flower and/or Vegetable Garden
Please contact Teena on 52816 or Terrianne on 51821 on/or before Wednesday
14th of February
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Confidence and optimism still the mood at FLH
THE prevailing mood at last
week’s meeting of the Board
of Falklands Landholdings was
one of confidence and optimism.
Lambing rates had been good
across all four farms, up to 72.2%
at Goose Green where 20,000
lambs had been weaned. Shearing
had gone well and was near completion, the supply of animals to
the abattoir was on target, including prime beef from North Arm
and at Fitzroy the first crop of carrots was ready for market.
Apart from at Goose Green,
where damage to the shearing
shed had now been repaired, the
FLH farms had escaped major
damage from the high winds on
January 30. North Arm Manager
Steven Dickson, reported that the
lambs resulting from the Artificial
Insemination (AI) Programme
were, “the best they have ever
been.”
Further good news came from
General Manager Andy Pollard

No case to
answer plea
disallowed

AT the time of going to press,
Thursday, the evidence of an
expert witness in Australia is still
awaited in a trial which began
in the Magistrate’s Court on
Tuesday of this week.
Falkland Islands fishing
company Golden Touza Ltd and
Alberto Vazquez Seijo, Captain
of that company’s fishing vessel,
Hermanos Touza, are charged
with, “furnishing a report being reckless as to whether it
contained false or misleading
statements.”
Prosecuting, Crown Counsel
Stuart Walker told the court that
the master of the Hermanos
Touza and Golden Touza are
accused of having supplied a
report to the Fisheries Department Fishery Protection Officers
which specified a certain amount
of Loligo in the hold of the ship,
but when this was checked by
the Catch Verification process,
a much larger amount was
discovered.
The Fish End Report stated
that there was 82,198 kgs of
Loligo squid on the ship, but
the catch verification process
found 147,108 kgs, a difference
of 79%.
Mr Walker said that, as licence
holders, Golden Touza Ltd were
jointly responsible with the
Captain for submitting accurate
reports.
On Tuesday, after the crossexamination of Fisheries Officer
Kieran Evans, Mr Paul Rogers,
representing Mr Vazquez Seijo,
submitted that there was no case
to answer. This was rejected by
Senior Magistrate Martine Kushner and the trial continued.
A verdict is not expected to be
delivered before Friday.

who predicted that the current
increase in the world wool price
would be sustained because it was
prompted by increased global demand rather than other influences.
Mr Pollard’s opinion that the
decision taken to pre-sell most
of the FLH wool clip had been a
wise one was agreed by the other
Board members. While holding
back might offer the opportunity
for a slightly increased price, forward selling gave less uncertainty
and a security of income which
allowed the company to push on
with capital projects. Selling in
bulk in advance had also helped
getting a good price for ‘oddments’ which could otherwise be
difficult to shift.
One of the few negative issues
raised during the meeting concerned the performance of the
wind turbines at Goose Green,
Fitzroy, Walker Creek and North
Arm and in particular the capacity of Sure to carry out their con-

tractual obligations with regard to
the maintenance of the systems.
Fitzroy were currently waiting
for spare parts to arrive, while
at Goose Green at least one turbine had malfunctioned since the
changeover from two 15kw turbines to four of 6kw. This made
performance difficult to assess,
though according to Manager
Keith Alazia, it appeared to have
dropped below initial levels. Steven Dickson at North Arm was
more forthright, claiming that the
system did not work and that the
necessary expertise to fix things
did not seem to be available in the
Islands.
Given that FLH had spent
something in excess of £500,000
on wind power and might not be
reaping the expected rewards in
terms of the reduction of fuel use,
there was some agreement with
the suggestion that maybe the
company should recruit its own
energy expert. Similarly there

was agreement that solar power
requiring less maintenance should
be considered.
In his General Manager’s report, Andy Pollard had commented favourably on the reliance of
FLH on labour from Chile both
for the stock management side
of the operation and to help with
the Corporation’s programme of
building repair and maintenance.
Goose Green Manager, Keith Alazia, commended the work done
by two Chileans involved in the
farm’s planned capital work programme and regretted that they
would not be available during the
following year. Steven Dickson,
however, expressed the fear that if
the trend of recruiting labour from
Chile continued “there might be
more of them than there are of
us.” This, he believed, could lead
to problems of communication
not only in a working situation,
but also in terms of the social life
of the farm.

Dan is new

Summary Court on Monday Chair for

No Christmas Miracle
IN the Summary Court on Monday, Cheveze Goodwin of Stanley
pleaded guilty to shoplifting on
|December 23. The court was told
that on that day Mr Goodwin had
been seen leaving FIC’s Home
Builder wearing a new hoodie of
a kind on sale in the store. Reference to closed circuit TV by a
suspicious employee revealed
that Mr Goodwin had not been
wearing the hoodie when he had
entered the store. On being challenged in the car park, Mr Goodwin first said that he had put the
garment on to try it and then forgotten to pay for it.
While he did not have enough
money with him, he offered to
go home to get it. However, on it
being pointed out to him that the
price tags had been removed, he
had admitted the theft, describing
it as “a free hoodie - a Christmas
miracle.” Justices of the Peace,
Derek Clarke and Emily Hancox
took into account Mr Goodwin’s
early guilty plea when fining him
£75 and ordering him to pay court
costs of £150.
Phone photo leads to court
Twenty-three year old Adam
Daniel Minto appeared before
Justices of the Peace, Derek
Clarke and Eva Jaffray, accused
of observing someone whose
name can not be disclosed, “doing a private act when she could
reasonably expect to be private.”
The court was told by Crown
Counsel Stuart Walker that Mr
Minto had taken the complainant
home and looked after her, after
she had become unwell as a result
of excess consumption of alcohol.
When she appeared to be asleep
he had taken a photograph of
her, after first lifting her pyjama
top. Alerted by the sound of the
phone’s shutter and realising what
Mr Minto had done, after he had

left, the complainant texted him,
threatening to inform the police if
he did not delete the photographs.
In court, Mr Minto was said
to have deleted the photos and
apologised for what he had done,
describing it as, “a stupid mistake
which he regretted.”
Sentencing was deferred to
February 23, pending the provision by the Probation Officer of a
pre-sentence report.
Officer attacked
Sentence until the provision of
a pre-sentence report by the Probation Officer was also deferred
in the case of Coral Betts of Stanley who had pleaded guilty to two
charges of “assault by beating”
in the Summary Court on Monday. Giving the facts of the case,
Crown Counsel Stuart Walker
said that on December 23, Mrs
Betts had messaged her estranged
husband Severine Betts to say
that she wished to visit him at the
house he now shares with a new
partner. Despite this request being
refused by Mr Betts, in due course
she arrived anyway in a drunk
and abusive state and attacked
Mr Betts when he attempted to
prevent her from entering the
house. Mr Betts’s twelve-yearold son, who was present, called
the police, who arrived almost
immediately.
With the arrival of the police,
Mrs Betts attacked her husband
again and then PC Liam Olpin
when he attempted to restrain
her. She was described as having
“a face blood red with rage” and
shouting “this is my house” repeatedly. The case is due to return
to court again on February 23.
Until that date, by order of the
court, JP Derek Clarke presiding,
Mrs Coral Betts is under orders
to avoid direct or indirect contact
with Mr Severine Betts or to visit
his house.

Media Trust

THE Governor has appointed
Daniel Fowler as Chair of the
Media Trust.
Mr Fowler takes on the role
from Stacy Bragger who resigned
after being successful in the General Election in November.
The purpose of the Media
Trust is to oversee the running
of Penguin News and Falklands
Radio and to protect their editorial independence.
The Governor said: “I would
like to thank Stacy for his
excellent work as Chair during
what proved to be a challenging
time. The Media Trust fulfils an
important role in the community
in supporting the independence
of Penguin News and Falklands
Radio and the contribution
of all those on the Trust is
appreciated.”
The Governor is currently
seeking new Trustees and would
welcome hearing from anyone
who may be interested in joining.
Please contact Daniel Fowler if
you would like to discuss this
further.
Letters of application should
be sent to Jenny Cockwell at
Government House on jenny.
cockwell@fco.gov.uk on or
before 23rd February 2018.
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Opinion from
the News Desk
“In a minute there is time for decisions
and revisions that a minute can reverse”
TS Eliot

TIME has always been a bit odd in the Falklands; after all for many
years we have lived with an hour’s difference between Stanley and the
Camp and, as regular readers of our ‘A stroll down Memory Lane’ column will be aware, in the Falkland Islands time does not behave in the
normal essentially linear way, but tends to run in circles. Consequently,
the same themes, and sometimes even the same people, surface again
and again, year after year.
Going from the national to the personal, it is evident that we all perceive time somewhat differently and consequently words connected
with time like ‘now’, ‘soon’, ‘early, and ‘late’ can have different meanings for different individuals and groups. These differences are most
marked perhaps when one is dealing with children or teenagers, but they
also exist between governments and those they govern.
Voters in the last General Election in the Falklands seemed keen to see
change and supported those candidates who were promising action in a
number of different areas of our national life, where rapid change was
generally thought necessary. Top billing seemed to go to doing something about our port and the need to do something about our schools.
With over three months gone since the General Election it is probably
legitimate to ask what has been happening to move things along.
Since it arrived in 1984, the Falklands Interim Port and Storage
System (FIPASS) has been giving new meaning to the word ‘interim’.
While it is crucial to our economy, it is now also pretty much on its last
legs, if that is an appropriate description of a floating structure.
Acknowledging finally that the oil industry does not seem to want to
build Stanley a new port, as was once hoped, FIG has been forced into
action. After entering into a deal with the oil companies that own it to
lease another floating jetty of disputed suitability, FIG are now offering
a pile of information, compiled at a cost of millions, for various reviews
by a number of overseas consultants since 2001, to “parties interested
in developing, financing, constructing and operating a new port facility
in the Falkland Islands.”
Unusually, this is not an invitation to tender, but an invitation to work
with FIG, “to scope out the development requirements for the future
port facility leading to a formal procurement process.” As written, this
offer does not seem to offer either payment for the work that “interested parties” would be expected to do, nor offer any guarantee that they
will get the job, even if they submit the most acceptable proposals. On
this basis, can we expect an improved and viable port in service before
2021? I doubt it, fearing instead that we may be suffering from a condition I have only just heard about, but with which many of you may be
familiar, namely ‘analysis paralysis.’
No sooner had I finished the above paragraph than into my inbox
came a press statement from the MOD informing that the military’s
Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) have completed what is described as “a state of the art jetty” at Mare Harbour, which, it is claimed,
“will enable larger 20,000 tonne Point Class vessels to berth in the harbour, delivering up to 85% of the military supplies such as hardware,
food, building materials and commercial freight needed on the Islands.
The new berthing facilities on the jetty will allow goods to safely roll on
and roll off from the Falkland Islands Resupply Ships (FIRS).”
Just to rub in the difference, the press release states that work to upgrade the jetty in Mare Harbour cost a relatively modest £19 million and
was officially opened “recently.”
If the FIPASS/new port saga is not enough, a further example of
the difference between everyday life time and government time is evidenced by the recent decision by FIG to put £100,000 in this year’s
budget “to allow a feasibility study to be commissioned to review the
medium and long term education requirements, outline design options
for an integrated education campus, asset plan for surplus sites and create the business case.” As larger and larger cohorts move up from an
overcrowded Infant and Junior School (IJS) into an even more crowded
and unexpandable Community School, this is a crucial project and is not
just about buildings, but about the whole future shape of education provision in the Islands. It also touches on town planning, traffic, construction and the possible uses for buildings which might become redundant.
I believe that if they can be freed from their everyday workload, perhaps by the short-term employment of others, we have the people in
the Islands in the Education Department, the Medical Department the
Planning Department, the PWD and local builders, who have the ability and local knowledge to address the many facets of this project. I am
not against overseas involvement, but in this case starting from scratch
with people who are unfamiliar with our unique circumstances seems to
me to invite further waste of time, money, and possible future disaster.

Could MLAs
attitudes
threaten
international
hockey
competitions ?

I WAS somewhat shocked to find
that the news that I had already
cancelled the tournament had not
been passed on by the MLA I had
informed prior to the public meeting on January 22 taking place.
The main reason for cancelling
was the discovery that a swimming group from Argentina was
due to arrive the week before.
This, combined with the marathon taking place, seemed to me
to present a high risk that the
Argentine media could sabotage
these events. How this issue could
be raised alongside the San Juan
submarine disaster is a bit beyond
me. These people had mothers,
fathers, brothers and sisters and
diplomacy and compassion were
due.
This was a privately arranged
event and the Hockey Association
were fully aware that it would not
be supported by the Assembly so
we were surprised that they chose
to show interest and make it political. Support from FIG was not
requested as they do not support
any Argentine activity, but I had
it confirmed that it would not be
prevented as we live in a democracy. Later, however in an interview it was suggested that consideration might have to be given to
“doing something about this.”
The concerned Argentine ladies
team are a small contingent of 6-8
players. They are not of a professional nor teaching level but
two of the team are “Hockey FB
Friends” and please do not think
that they should not be.
Hockey worldwide is a huge
family in which we have gained
friends and respect since exposing the Falklands to the world of
the game by playing ice hockey
in Punta Arenas back in 2015/16.
Basic hockey chat about playing
in competitions led to them asking if it was possible to experience the Falklands and to educate
themselves, rather than accepting
what they are told or have been
taught. Under no circumstances
did we personally invite the team
and they were to be paying for
themselves. Yes, we did ask if anyone would wish to have a hockey player with them for the week
and we got both positive and negative responses which were fully
respected and appreciated.
The easiest way for them to
come here would have been via
Rio Gallegos, but due to them
not knowing the month they were
coming, they had actually missed
the 10-17th Feb Rio Gallegos
flight. They were then happy to
come the week after on the normal LATAM flight, which would

Your
letters

Write to:
editor@penguinnews.co.fk

therefore tie in a visit to Punta.
I had two local people within
the community call me personally to express concern about how
Argentine media would deal with
such a trip. As a committee we had
spoken about this and the strict
policies we would put into place.
So, NO Argentine flags or team
strip showing a political stance,
no political talk being used during
games or any form of video footage to be allowed other than what
we would provide, therefore no
mobile phones whilst in the SLC.
I warned them they would not be
greatly welcomed by a percentage
of residents,who would present
the cold shoulder and that there
might be limited dialogue.
Despite all this they still wanted to come. If they went against
the above directives they would
then expel themselves from the
competition. It was therefore in
their best interest to not pull any
form of stunt. If they were to
make public these directives in a
negative sense, they would not be
considered ever again.
What was planned was a small
competition with evening games
for one week and nothing like a
large tournament. As an Association we relish the opportunity to
undertake any tournament and
will place a universal poster on
FB for clubs to reply with interest.
These are not national teams or
huge organisations, but small city
clubs throughout South America
which certainly do not have the
members per organisation that
we have. No way would we ever
consider inviting nor accepting
the two clubs from Ushuaia that
we have played, and will continue
to play against in the Punta Arenas, Copa Invernada, if we wish
to attend.
What does surprise me are the
people who think we should not
be playing against Argentina on
neutral soil which I find totally
pathetic and bitter. We cannot and
should not provide them with so
much ammunition to fire back.
This is crazy and furthermore
hurts the development process of
our younger generation to compete and at a more economical
cost with Chile being so close.
The main idea of accepting
such a small and amateur team
to attend was that it would show
the members the level of hockey
of another outfit, giving us experience and understanding about
what we need to undertake to
create a better and higher level
within the sport to experience internationally. Local competition
has limited capacity to greatly improve our play and all of us in the
sporting field know this.
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Anyone wanting to come here
and pay their way should be welcomed on a sporting level. This
should not have anything to do
with anything political, old or
current.
I do not continually ask to be
the face of hockey in the Falklands
but due to its success, this has actually become a job and at times I
have to juggle my own job for the
benefit of others. Of course I am
promoting our Islands at the same
time, not only here but to the rest
of the world through social media
and when overseas personally.
Did we see a great deal of support
from our MLAs before, during or
after the event when taking our
time out and visiting the embassy in Costa Rica? Not really, but
when they go on their visits it’s
highly promoted. Despite the visit
to Costa Rica, we are still known
by the majority as the ‘Malvinas’
despite our tracksuits displaying
the Falklands and what we stand
for and how we want to be known
to the rest of the world. Therefore,
much more media will need to be
achieved and if you do not tackle
this within South America, it will
never change. I was told that this
name is the Spanish name for the
Falklands and has nothing to do
with the conflict.
Things like this pain me when
I have presented myself well
both as an individual and as an
ambassador for the Falklands
overseas, getting the message of
our country across in live media
and journal interviews, in my
own time and financial cost but
with no financial gain. I want the
best for the Hockey Association,
which means not only attending
competitions overseas, but bringing countries here to witness us
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at first hand for themselves. One
would hope they go back with a
better view and will in turn educate those that they know. At the
end of the day the experience of
how British the Falkland Islands
is cannot lie.
Going back to the swimmers,
‘Desafio Del Atlantico Sur’, I
was not impressed by the reaction of a member of the public,
but despite this there appears to
be little public discussion about
it. There are no discussions about
the marathon either, most likely
because if our representatives
showed the stance that they have
presented to me and the Hockey
Association they would appear on
the world stage to look rather bitter. I also find it hard to believe
that an MLA could express their
concerns when they have actually taken part in the marathon
and maybe competed against
Argentines. To anyone knowing
what was said this comes across
as hypocritical and certainly does
not look good coming from someone in such a high position.
So by all means give me a hard
time personally, but do not bring
the Hockey Association into some
form of disrepute, which you
as our new assembly have been
somewhat successful in doing.
Furthermore, if you would certainly like to undertake the 14
hours that I commit per week

(excluding administration) then I
would say you have every right
to banish our organisation but
it’s not just myself. Many others
are giving up time to present kids
with a unique opportunity when
there’s not the greatest amount of
things to do here. People like ourselves, along with other organisations, should be thanked, not just
on the radio or in the paper but
personally as what we do is very
personal to us. The only MLA that
I had ever seen showing interest,
helping in some way or another
was Mr Mike Summers, and as
I have said before, like him or
loathe him there has never been
much, if any interest, from any
another person in that position.
Remember, we shout to the
world how lucky we are to live
in such a wonderful and open
democracy. On this occasion you
have for one failed in my eyes and
I say that as I have already been
contacted by my Chilean contacts, showing great concern that
we could be banned from playing
in their events, as a low key affair
has now become a big part of political media.
I would certainly like to see a
written apology, not personally
to me as I have a backbone when
it comes to democracy, but to the
150-plus registered hockey players, young and old, for whom you
may well have caused future difficulties for participating in Chile.
They do not play the sport,
other than for loving it for what
it stands for which has nothing to
do with politics. They have and
are still, investing their time and
money to buy hockey kit, which
is not cheap but essential.
Grant Budd
Stanley

Golf: Gareth wins President’s Bowl

FAST improving golfer Gareth
Goodwin won his first major
competition in the form of the
President’s Bowl as January drew
to a close and had his handicap
reduced by three strokes.
Gareth’s score of 38 Stableford
points secured the top prize two
points ahead of Adam Glanville
in second and four ahead of Kevin
Clapp on 34.
The Bluegrass Accounting
sponsored competition took place
on January 28 and attracted 18
players on a day when out of the
blue, thunder, lightning and huge
hailstones rained down.
Fortunately, most of the competitors were safely tucked up in
the Clubhouse when it hit, but the
final groups were caught out in
the open and returned somewhat
bedraggled and a little shaken by
the wrath of the summer storm.
Rodney Lee was back in the
prize list with the best front 9 and
new Falklands football manager
Troyd Bowles held his game together on the back 9, despite suffering a severe weather-bashing
as he played the final holes.

Gareth Goodwin
Club Captain Gary Clement
was nearest the pin and Sarah
Bowles marked her return to the
game by hitting the longest drive
on the 18th.
Mr Clement took the opportunity to thank Bluegrass
Accounting for their continuing
and generous support of the prestigious competition.

On Sunday (February 4) Tim
Bonner traded his jockey attire
of the previous day for his golf
clubs and completed a fine sporting weekend by winning the Decor Services sponsored Monthly
Medal with a net score of 70.
Troyd Bowles was second with
a net 73 on a day when many
players struggled to stay on the
fairways as they battled into a deceptively strong, but very warm,
wind.
The nests of balls in the junglelike rough continue to accumulate, encouraging players to work
on their accuracy, while the immaculate greens are showing a lot
more pace following the recent
dry spell.
This weekend (10th and
11th February) the very popular
Stanley Open will be played on
Saturday afternoon and Sunday.
Players should sign in by
1.45pm for a 2pm tee-off. Sunday
tee-off time to be confirmed on
Saturday.
Spectators are welcome to the
course.
Sharon Jaffray

Member of the
Legislative Assembly
Mark Pollard shares
a glimpse into his
working week
I RECENTLY arrived back in the
Islands after a three-week public
diplomacy trip to the UK, Belize,
Jamaica and Trinidad and Tobago
and it has become clear to me
the importance of expanding on
the work done especially by my
colleague MLA Hansen in the
region.
I will be updating the Penguin
News with more details of the
trip in next week’s paper so I
won’t elaborate too much here
other than to say that it appears
clear to me that we have some
very strong support in the region.
This week we have been working on the Island Plan and are
gaining a lot of ground on this. I
hope we can get this all finalised
very soon and make it public.
We had a fascinating briefing
from the Museum and National
Trust and though I won’t steal
their thunder by releasing details,
I can say that they have put a lot
of thought into some great new
innovations to expand on the
already fantastic services they
provide.
Monday evening was taken up
by a public surgery at the Narrows Bar and although it wasn’t
as well attended as we would
like, we hope that you feel that
you can approach us about your
issues.
Finally I would like to let
people know about the RDS
workshop at Elephant Beach
on Monday 12th at 6-7:30pm
at Ben’s house. We need your
feedback to put together the new
RDS that works for you.

Service for Rick Jolly
A SERVICE of remembrance
will be held for the late Surgeon Commander Rick Jolly at
Christchurch Cathedral on Saturday February 10 at 6pm.
All of the community is welcome to attend the short service
held on the same day as his funeral in the UK at HMS Raleigh.
Marvin Clarke, a SAMA Falkland Islands committee member,
will represent the Falklands at
HMS Raleigh.
There will be a book of condolence available for thoughts.
After the service SAMA
intends to send the book around
the Islands for anyone who might
wish to sign it. Contact Gary
Clement at clem@horizon.co.fk
if you would like the book sent to
your farm/settlement.
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Happy 25th birthday

Invitation for two Community

Representatives for new
FIG Public Health Steering Group
The Falkland Islands Government would like to invite
members of the public to participate as a Community
Representative for its new Public Health Steering
Group.
The group will be involved in guiding development
of a new Public Health strategy to help prevent illness
and promote better health and wellbeing for the
whole of the Falkland Islands community.
This is an exciting opportunity for individuals with a
passion or an interest in helping shape future policy
to protect and improve people’s physical and mental
welfare.
We are looking for one person from Camp and one
from Stanley to take part in the group, which initially
will involve up to a 5-hour monthly time commitment,
with opportunity to participate by teleconference, or
reimbursed travel from Camp.
For more information or to submit your expression of
interest in the form of a brief paragraph summarising
your interest, please contact Diane Simsovic, Director
of Policy: DSimsovic@sec.gov.fk

We love you the whole wide world and back again.
Always and forever. All your girls, Imogen,
Jaimes, Mum, Sean, Tessa & Marcus xxxxx

Expressions of interest should be submitted no later
than Wednesday 28 February 2018.

Work Boat Services
Ferry schedule
Friday February 09

0800 West - East
1000 East - West
1200 West - East
1800 East - West

Saturday February 10

0800 West - East
1000 East - West
1200 West - East

Sunday February 11

1000 East -West
1200 West - East
1400 East - West
1600 West - East

Monday February 12

0800 East - West
1000 West - East

Tuesday February 13

No sailing

Wednesday February 14

No sailing

Thursday February 15

0800 East - West
1000 West - East

1200 East - West
1400 West - East
1800 East - West
* Please ensure that you check your departure time with the office the day before you are due to
travel. On busy days timings may differ to those shown on the schedule. *While every attempt will
be made to run a replacement ferry as soon as possible in the event of weather cancellation, on
occasion operational and safety requirements may mean further delays.
*Please check www.workboat.co.fk for more information. Email admin@workboat.co.fk, Phone
22300, Fax 22301, out of hours mobile 55299.
If you would like to be added to our mailing list then please contact the office.

LEC Job Opportunity at Mount
Pleasant Complex (MPC)
Passes & Permits Clerk
Joint Services Police & Security Unit (JSPSU)
Based at MPC Main Guardroom
British Forces South Atlantic Islands (BFSAI)
The post holder will be responsible for issuing passes and permits for MPC,
administering local vetting procedures and carrying out administrative tasks
to support JSPSU.
Core Competencies
Essential:
•
Managing a Quality Service
•
Changing & Improving
•
Making Effective Decisions
•
Leading & Communicating
Qualifications, Licences, Skills & Experience
Essential:
•
Microsoft Office Suite, particularly Excel
•
Excellent command of the English language both written &
verbal
•
DPA 1998 Training - DLP
Desirable:
•
Full UK/FI driving licence
•
Previous experience of working in a HR environment
Salary, Terms & Conditions: £16,835 per annum, full-time (37 hrs per
week) job-share would be considered. Annual leave allowance: 25 days pro
rata plus 9 public & privilege holidays. Security Clearance will be required.
This post does NOT offer accommodation, subsistence, primary care or a
work permit.
For further information or an application form, please contact the Business
Support Assistant, Becky Ashburner on (7)4541 or email BFSAI-FLK-HQCmdSec-CivPers@mod.uk
Completed application forms are to be returned by Friday 23 February
2018. Sift and interviews will be held within 2 weeks of the closing date.
As an Equal Opportunities Employer, it is the policy of BFSAI that all
eligible persons will have equality of opportunity for employment and
advancement on the basis of their ability and qualifications.
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Tommy Thompson
the Colonial Administrator
Who Broke the Mould
I HAVE found that many of life’s
important lessons need to be
learned time and time again. Case
in point: don’t put off until tomorrow what one can do today. You
may not get a second chance.
That lesson was re-learned –
painfully – a few days ago when
word reached me that Tommy
Thompson had died. I had been
planning to visit this fine man
who was well into his 90s but
apparently still enjoying life.
However, I put it off just that bit
too long. Tommy and I had exchanged emails and chatted on
the phone, but I failed to visit him
when I could. And now he is gone
and that hurts.
He was Mr Thompson, not
Tommy, when I knew him as a
child in the Falklands back in the
1960s. He arrived in Stanley in
1963 as the Colonial Secretary,
the Governor’s second in command. My father was Tommy’s
deputy and their offices in the
north-west corner of the first floor
of the Government Secretariat
were joined by a door that was
rarely closed.
The two were firm friends, despite the barrier of class and status
that normally segregated British
Colonial Service staff from locally recruited civil servants. I
think Tommy saw the absurdity
of the Islands’ snobbish class system, and he regarded Kelpers as
his equals.
He shared sensitive work with
my father in a way that other Colonial Service expats might not.
I remember Dad bringing home
coded diplomatic cables to decipher at the kitchen table. (This, I
thought, was very exciting James
Bond stuff, even though the communications were probably mundane in the extreme.)
Tommy was married to Sheila,
although I am not sure that this is
the correct spelling of her name,
as I believe she was Irish. I expect they enjoyed a drink or two
at Government House as much as
the next expat administrator, but
they didn't carry that as a badge.
Instead they got stuck into the local community, making it a little
better and leaving their mark.
Some readers will remember
the charming children’s stories
that Tommy wrote and read on local radio. And his important work
co-founding the Falkland Islands
Journal, which is still in print today. Tommy was a slightly avantgarde modernistic painter too, and
a satisfying number of his canvases are still to be seen in Stanley.
For a child, they were confusing
images, but as an adult I can appreciate his art as a window on an
unconventional character.
Even though I was only eight
or nine years old, I remember the
Thompsons as charming and effortlessly friendly. I know they
visited our house (one of the three
houses formed from the original
1840s Marines barracks at the
south end of Barrack St). Mum
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and Sheila would share recipes,
and Tommy told me that Sheila
had particularly treasured Mum’s
recipe for homemade toffee. “We
always thought of your parents
when we made that toffee,” he
told me.
Occasionally Dad would take
me to his office and I would gaze
in wonder at the huge map of the
Falklands, which completely covered the wall separating his office
from Tommy’s. On one occasion,
Dad’s boss strolled in with a cup
of coffee and noticed my interest
in the map wall. He invited me
into his office, saying that as I obviously liked maps so much, he
had something that might interest me. He produced a very large
black-and-white
photographic
print of John Smith’s chart of the
known shipwrecks around the Islands. We perused it together and
then he said: “Take it home and
enjoy it. It’s yours!” What a kind
gesture that was. I treasured that
map, and I still would, had it not
been lost in some house move or
other (and that’s another lesson
worth re-learning: if you value
something, hold onto it). When

Tommy and I chatted on the
phone some months ago, I asked
if he remembered giving me the
map. He did.
In the intervening decades, I
had not forgotten Tommy – far
from it – but having heard almost nothing of him for such a
long time, I assumed that he had
passed away quietly. Then, just
last year, I learned from Jim McAdam, who is a colleague on the
committee of the Friends of the
Falklands Museum and Archives,
that Tommy was not only alive,
but also in fine fettle. Jim gave
me his email address and I sent
him a message tentatively exploring whether he remembered me.
Indeed he did, and we followed
our email exchange with a long
telephone chat. Tommy sounded
great. He was bright, cheerful and
keen to reminisce. But after half
an hour or so, he said he was getting tired and felt he needed to
rest. He said he would very much
like to see me and I said I would
get back to him to agree a suitable
date for a visit to his care home,
which was just a few hours’ drive
from London. I was genuinely
looking forward to meeting him
again. But you know the rest. I
prevaricated and put off what I
could have done easily and came
to regret it very much.
Tommy Thompson broke the
mould from which emerged typical class-conscious colonial administrators. Unfortunately it was
repaired. He could have bided his
time in Stanley until a more interesting post came along, while
contributing to the prevailing
mood of depression and neglect.
In fact he did just the opposite.
He delivered a shot of enthusiasm, energy, respect and kindness
to the people of the Islands. We
weren’t used to liking the administrators sent out by London. But
we loved Tommy! Which is why
he is remembered so fondly and
mourned so deeply – not least by
me.

IMPROVEMENTS to the military port at Mare Harbour have
been completed by the UK Ministry of Defence Infrastructure
Organisation (DIO).
Described as “state of the
art” the new berthing facilities
on the jetty will allow goods to
safely roll on and roll off from
the Falkland Islands Resupply
Ships (FIRS) and allow larger
20,000 tonne Point Class vessels
to berth in the harbour, delivering
up to 85% of the military supplies
such as hardware, food, building
materials and commercial freight
needed on the Islands.
The improvements to the roll
on roll off jetty are part of a £19m
contract with VolkerStevin for
design and construction. VolkerStevin is a multi-disciplinary
contractor specialising in the marine environment

In addition to the jetty, VolkerStevin has also replaced walkways along the berth, lighting
improvements, capstans and a PA
system. Firefighting capabilities
have been upgraded as well.
This £19m contract is part of
a £180m overall investment by
DIO to improve facilities on the
Islands over the next 10 years.
Additional works include improvements to the power station
at Mount Pleasant Complex as
well as new services accommodation at the three remote radar sites
on the Islands.
There are currently around
1,200 military and civilian personnel based in the Falklands supporting defensive air, naval and
land assets, including RAF Typhoon aircraft, helicopters, Royal
Navy patrol vessels and an Army
infantry company.

Bound
Ungagged

Graham Bound is
the founding
editor of
Penguin News

£19 million Mare Harbour
makeover now completed

Give us two
minutes

Mark Blackmore
1. Who would you most like to
have a cup of tea/tot with?
I have had drinks with both Herr
Flick from Allo Allo and Mrs McCluskey from Grange Hill. It’s
all downhill from there.
2. If you had a motto, what
would it be?
Are you going to eat that?
3. What is your most embarrassing moment?
I am overwhelmed with choices,
but I appreciate the assumption that my most embarrassing
moment is behind me. If only I
shared that confidence.
4. If you could set up a business
in the Falklands what would
it be?
Undoubtedly a cinema in Stanley.
5. Who would you make
Governor of the Falklands?
I quite like the current governor. I
have a theory, based on his diplomatic service in Eastern Europe,
that he used to be James Bond.
A nice James Bond like Roger
Moore, not a sulky James Bond
like Daniel Craig.
6. If you could travel anywhere,
where would you go?
The list is long, but I’ll go for the
west coast of Canada.
7. What is your favourite TV
programme (and why)?
Game of Thrones, same as everyone else, because of the zombies,
dragons and zombie dragons.
8. What would people be surprised to learn about you?
I am not as grumpy as I look.
9. What’s the best book or
movie you have read/watched
recently?
Matt Taibbi’s book on the Trump
presidential campaign, Insane
Clown President, was excellent.
10. What would your Mastermind specialist subject be?
I can reel off every world chess
champion ever. Stay back, ladies.
Mark has joined Penguin News
as a reporter. He has written for
many publications including
Countryfile, Focus, When
Saturday Comes, Men’s Health,
Who Do You Think You Are?,
Sky at Night, BBC History
and Cross Stitch Crazy.
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The Birds of the Falkland Islands
Peter Young reviews ornithologist Robin Woods’ new book

Book Review – The Birds of the
Falkland Islands, An Annotated
Checklist, by Robin W. Woods
WHEN Robin Woods volunteered
to work for the British Antarctic Meteorological Service in
the Falklands in 1956, he could
not have imagined that he would
still be returning to the islands in
2017, following his enduring passion for Falklands’ birds.
Being under 21 years of age at
the time, he needed written permission from his father to take
up the post, and travel to these
remote islands.
He spent the next six years,
outside of his work, observing
and ringing birds and collecting
records. This led on to a lifetime
of study and writing about Falklands’ birds.
His popular Birds and Mammals of the Falkland Islands, cowritten with his wife Anne, has
long been an essential field guidebook for anyone wishing to learn
about the birds of the Islands.
The Annotated Checklist is
not a field guide. It is, as the title
suggests, an attempt to list all the
birds ever to have been reportedly
alive in the Falklands, from 5,400
years ago to December 31, 2015.
The earlier date is arrived at
from the carbon dating of fossilised bones discovered in a peat
bog on West Point Island. The later date was set, I imagine, to allow
Robin to call a halt on the huge and
unceasing effort. Certainly, when
I bumped into him on Sea Lion
Island last November he didn’t

Cobb’s Wren - Picture Peter Young and Mr Woods new book
appear too fussed when the news
went round the birders at dinner
that a Vermillion Flycatcher had
been seen at Volunteer Point the
same week – a first. “It could be
never-ending”, he observed. “I
had to stop at some point, or the
book would never be published.”
Robin had worked through over
4,000 specimens held in museums worldwide, either in person
or by correspondence with curators, to check whether the items
really were from the Falklands.
He has performed a huge service for anyone interested in
the Islands’ birds. The reference
work will be a definitive guide
to settle arguments on whether a
certain species has even appeared
here or not. The publishers, the
British Ornithologists’ Club, will
no doubt update it from time to
time, but no-one will ever again

work for decades checking every
reported sighting and examining
hundreds of museum specimens,
trying to confirm what species a
stuffed bird might be.
To give a flavour of Man’s impact, there is a list of the “bags” of
birds shot by Laughlan MacKinnon, first mate of the Arrow in
1840, while he accompanied Captain Sulivan on his voyages. In
a six-month period, he recorded
shooting 578 snipe, 531 teal, 405
geese, 68 ducks, 5 swans. (He
also shot 194 rabbits, 44 wild cattle, 6 “fox wolves”, 2 wild boar
and 1 wild horse! But these mammals were probably, apart from
the “fox wolves”, alien species,
unlike the birds).
But, the book is not simply
a list of birds to be found here.
Robin has had a long involvement
with Falklands Conservation and

it quickly spread like wildfire
throughout Southern Africa. As
there was no previous exposure
to the virus amongst horses in
Southern Africa there was no immunity, which led to the death of
a significant number of foals and
older horses as they had no maternally acquired immunity or
previous exposure to the disease.
Adult horses are more resilient
but develop high temperatures
and a nasty dry cough. Complete
rest for a month usually leads to
recovery although some horses
can be ill for several months.
The good news is that we are
far enough away from the mainland of South America to be free
from the risk of coughing horses

sending the virus over the air, but
anyone visiting horse establishments in South America should
disinfect their clothes and boots
before coming back. The Department of Agriculture can supply a small amount of an effective disinfectant for this purpose
if needed. Dettol has also been
shown to be effective against this
virus. Any used or second hand
horse saddles, bridles, harnesses,
grooming and other equine equipment brought into the country requires an import permit from the
Department of Agriculture and
will need to be inspected and disinfected on arrival.
If anyone has any questions
or concerns please contact The
Government Veterinary Services
on 27366. Although there is no
immediate cause for alarm, in the
unlikely event any horse develops
a nasty cough the duty vet should
be contacted without delay, either
on the same number, or 55366
out of hours.
Ross Milner
B.V.Sc, OVS, MRCVS
Veterinary Officer
Department of Agriculture

Outbreak of equine influenza in Chile
THE Government veterinary
Surgeons have received an official warning notification of a
confirmed outbreak of equine influenza in Santiago with multiple
reports of suspected outbreaks all
over Chile.
It is a highly infectious viral
disease in horses, although sometimes dogs can be affected as
well. Usually it is spread by horse
to horse contact, but can survive
up to 48 hours on contaminatedbridles, saddles and other equine
equipment and clothing. It has
been shown to be capable of wind
borne dissemination for up to 5
miles. An outbreak in Australia
in 2007 led to an immediate ban
on the movement of all horses
and the shutdown of the racing industry but it still spread to nearly
11,000 equine establishments and
cost the Australian economy over
1 billion dollars.
I was working in a stud farm as
a student in South Africa in 1986
which was, like the Falkland Islands, completely free of equine
influenza when a horse arriving
at the quarantine station passed
it on to a horse just leaving and

has a special interest in the impact
of Man on wildlife habitats here.
As the book puts it, “the value
of Tussac Grass for birds has not
been fully appreciated until research work on Kidney Island, a
tussac-covered island near Stanley of only 32 hectares, showed
that at least 34 bird species
bred there, including more than
100,000 pairs of Sooty Shearwaters. Tussac shelters birds from
strong winds and harbours food in
the form of crickets, beetles, spiders and moths.”
There are also detailed descriptions of the Islands’ climate, geography, weather and flora and
fauna, presented in Robin’s usual
meticulous style.
But the core of the book is the
detailed list of all the 205 confirmed species, broken down into
residents, visitors, transients and
vagrants.
Then there’s the list of 54 unconfirmed species, such as the
Andean Condor seen by a shepherd on Weddell Island in 1984,
some of which may have been
simply brief glimpses of a winged
creature flying by.
The book has many 60 colour
photographs of common and rare
birds; the majority taken by the
local expert, Alan Henry.
This comprehensive work
should be an essential item on
everyone’s bookshelf, if there is
the slightest interest in Falkland
Islands’ birds in the house.
The book costs £29.99 via
www.boc-online.org. 288 pages.

Explorers
wanted

THE Historic Dockyard Museum would like your help in
organising a display that will
highlight Falkland Islanders with
important links to the exploration of the Antarctic and South
Georgia.
In particular they are looking
for photographs of Jack Aitken, a
Falkland Islander who joined the
famous Swedish Antarctic Expedition led by Otto Nordenskjold
and Carl Anton Larson. This
group spent the winter of 1903 at
Paulet Island after their ship was
trapped in the ice.
Museum Manager Alison Barton, said: “If anyone has a picture
of Jack Aitken, please could they
get in contact with the Museum.
We would love to be able to have
a display on Jack and other Falkland Islanders with Antarctic and
South Georgia connections.”
Interestingly, the Swedish
Expedition that included Jack
Aitken was the first to record the
fossilised ‘forest bed’ at West
Point Island. See page 9 for
more.
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A stroll down Memory Lane
23 years ago
THE frame for the new bank
building is being erected, rising
above the vacant space created
by the demolition of the old gymnasium. Whether we will end up
loving it or hating it is difficult
to tell, but its unusual mode of
construction has provoke much
interest.
British Gas holds preliminary
talks with potential partners about
exploring for oil in the South Atlantic within the Falkland Islands
exclusion zone. British Gas together with Yacimientos Petroliferos Fiscales (YPF) have jointly
purchased the results of seismic
surveys and written proposals to
their respective governments. The
two companies are said to be considering extending membership
of their consortium to Petrobas,
a Brazilian corporation which has
a vast amount of deep sea experience.
Houses in Stanley’s east end
suffer damage to electrical appliances. According to the Power
Station, a connector came loose
and caused a high resistance fault
in the neutral line. This caused
some houses to receive voltage
below, and others above the normal 240v. One householder measured their supply and voltages of
around 350-400v were recorded.
One householder reported two TV
sets, a VCR, 2 CD players and a
clock radio put out of action.
Sisters return to St. Mary’s for
the first time since 1942. Far from
appearing in what many would
expect to be conventional nuns’
habits, these two wear tartan
skirts and bright smiles. Sisters
Bridie and Mairead, both Irish,
come from the Sisters of Mercy
Order. They both responded when
their Mother Superior in London
asked for volunteers to go to the
Falklands. Their first impressions, after a week on Falklands
soil, are very positive. They have
found Stanley bigger than expected and the weather warmer
than expected, commenting that
they both thought they would be
wrapped up in thermal underwear.
They also added that the warm
welcome they have received from
everyone has been delightful.
The Falkland Islands Philatelic Study Group celebrate 25
years with a night at Government
House. Members and guests of
the group were treated to a marvellous exhibition of philatelic
material, including rare covers,
hand franks and original artwork
from the Post Office archives. As
well as paying tribute to the work
done by the group over the years,
H.E. urged those who wished to
see a philatelic museum set up
in Stanley to make their wishes
known to Council. What was on
display at Government House
represented less than 10% of the
great wealth of material available

for display, if an appropriate site
could be found.
16 years ago
Seventeen million pounds is
expected to be collected in fishing
licenses from illex joggers alone
this season, Director of Fisheries
John Barton stated. The illex season began yesterday and around
20 jiggers have been seen in the
harbour awaiting their licences.
Mr Barton said, “Some of the jiggers come in even before Christmas to pick up licences, but the
rush is this week – that’s usually
the way. They may not start immediately but if it’s an early illex
season then some may well start
in Falklands waters.”
A joint British Argentine research survey on illex has begun.
The survey will use an Argentine
research vessel with a British
scientific delegation onboard including a scientist from Imperial
College and a Fisheries Observer
from the Falkland Islands Fisheries Department. The survey will
take one month and aims to discover the number of squid. “This
provides a good index of whether
it will be a strong year or a poor
year,” said John Barton. “It is
good to get that information early
on – if there aren’t many squid
around then there is the likeliehood of early closure and having to monitor the situation more
closely is a distinct possibility.”
Last week saw the start of the
Public Works Department (PWD)
programme of private works. The
asphalt gang began with the black
topping of Seafish Chandlery’s
car park. The new car park is the
latest in a host of improvements
made to the Chandlery by Seafish over the past couple of years.
Other private works being carried
out by PWD this season include

car parks for K4 and the Falklands
Fresh processing factory.
Meat inspections mean more
choice at FIC. According to FIC
manager Roger Spink, on a regular basis there will be available in
the West Store, “…hearts, liver
and kidneys all passed by the authorities fit for consumption. In
the coming weeks, prime cuts of
Falklands beef, lamb and mutton
will become available to householders on a regular basis.
The purpose built factory enables beef to be processed year
round and the range and quality
of produce available will be built
upon in the coming weeks.” He
added, “Falklands farmers should
benefit from the import substitution that the project will create
enabling them to obtain better
prices and a larger market for
their animals.”
Stars of the popular British
TV show Ground Force visit the
Islands to work on the garden at
the King Edward Memorial Hospital. The garden benefits all of
the patients and staff, but in particular, the residents of sheltered
accommodation. Presenter and
gardener Charlie Dimmock said,
“I’ve really enjoyed the Falklands
even more so than our last Special
in Jamaica. Volunteer point was
fabulous, really special.” Perhaps one of the most important
figures in the project was Tim
Miller of Stanley Nurseries. Tim
sourced all of the Fox Bay stone
for the paving and his staff still
sawed and dressed it. In terms of
shrubs and flowers, the garden
now boasts hebe, fuchsia, heathers, and many other plants grown
at Stanley Nurseries from seed of
from normal stocks.
6 years ago
Following the discovery of the

poor condition of the 72m tall
mast on Sapper Hill, government
is making plans for it to be taken
down. Invitations to quote for the
removal of the mast are being
issued this week and it is hoped
that the work will take place in
March. The mast is used to house
the BFBS analogue TV transmitter, but arrangements are in place
to move this to a nearby, smaller
mast and equipment to carry
out this work is currently being
shipped to the Islands.
Pupils from the Infant and
Junior School and North Camp
enjoy an exciting day at Kidney
Island. The children experienced
a rat and mouse free island at first
hand.
They spent an hour and a half
sharing the habitat with sea lions,
Cobb’s wrens, tussac birds, sooty
shearwaters, jumping jacks, Darwin beetles, Magellanic penguins
and Peale’s dolphins. Other highlights of the day included eating
tussac and climbing through it,
travelling by launch and then by
zodiac to the islands and turning
over rocks to provide “lunch” for
hungry Tussac birds.
A Uruguayan agriculture business group have braved windy
weather on a trip to Blue Beach
Farm to examine prize winning
rams belonging to Hew Grierson.
A spokesperson for the business
said, “the research and investigation into lower production numbers is of interest to the group,”
in terms of grasses and animal
management and the visit is also a
potential “business opportunity.”
Visits have also been made to
FIPASS, the wind farm and the
Falkland Islands Meat Company
as well as Swan Inlet, Goose
Green, Newhaven, Saladero and
Staley Growers.

Fossilised wood suggests Falklands forests
THE Historic Dockyard Museum
is now displaying a piece of fossilised wood found on West Point
Island. The wood, discovered by
geologist Dr Michael Gottfried
during a recent field trip, provides
evidence for an ancient high-latitude forest, and hence milder climate conditions, on the Falklands.
The ‘Forest Bed’ on West
Point has been known for over
100 years, and was first formally
noted by the Swedish geologist
Thore Halle in 1907. In 2006 a
paper was published suggesting
that up to 30 million years ago the
Falklands was home to a broadleaf temperate rainforest dominated by the Southern Beech Nothofagus, which is widespread in the
Southern Hemisphere both as a
fossil and also a still-living tree.
However, one alternative theory
is that perhaps trees and other
plant debris tossed was onshore
by a tsunami or violent storm.

The fossilised wood on display
Dr Gottfried said: “We spotted the exposed top of the ‘Forest Bed’ layer on the beach along
West Point Harbour, just south
of the jetty and below the buildings of the settlement. Most of
the beach there is covered in
rocks, seaweed, and debris that
has washed ashore, but the one
clear area did expose, right at the
surface, the top of the piece of
preserved wood that we collected
and donated. Our thanks to Allan

White and Jacqui Jennings, the
managers on West Point, for welcoming us to the island and allowing us access to the beach.” Professor Gottfried was also grateful
to the National Geographic Society for funding support.
The extremely fragile piece of
fossilised wood is now in a plaster
sleeve in a display case, and can
be seen if you visit the geology
section at the Historic Dockyard
Museum.
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Environmental Impact Statement Formal Public Consultation
The Sea Lion Project Environmental Impact Statement is now out for public
consultation until Friday 9th March. Copies of the full document and the Non‐
Technical Summary are available at the Library, at Premier’s office in Argos
House and from the Department of Mineral Resources, either as a hard copy
or electronically. Everyone is invited to comment on the document, returning
all comments to DMR via:
info@mineralresources.gov.fk
The Sea Lion interactive data room in Argos House will also be open between
5 and 7pm on:
Wednesday 7th February
Thursday 15th February
Friday 23rd February
Monday 26th February and
Tuesday 6th March
A short presentation will be made at 5:30pm on these days.
The data room includes videos, posters and recordings, all of which support
the Environmental Impact Assessment.If you are interested in visiting but
unable to attend during the abovetimes please don't hesitate to contact
Premier to arrange a suitable time to visit.
Please email on:sealion.enviro@premier‐oil.com
Or call the Premier Oil office in Stanley: 22069
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Above: Cristian Castro wins the Simon Summers Memorial Champion race on Storm Chaser ahead of Tim Bonner on Zafonic. Colin
Summers on stunning Tia Maria. Below: Tim Bonner speeds past the finish line. Below: Grant Munro keeps track of proceedings and
Leggy is ready for the potato race

Below: Declan Bonner on King Kenny battles Tim Bonner on Spirit and Cristian Castro on Raindancer to take the Salvador Prize Open
Champion Race. Below right: Most (but not all) of the jockeys line up for a picture - Back row: Tim and Declan Bonner, Sarah Crofts,
Holly Williams, Tina Hirtle, Angeline Joshua, Lachlan Crowie, Cristian Castro, Colin and Jake Summers. Front row: Elisha Joshua, Stefan Turner, Brian Aldridge, Sharon Jaffray

1st

2nd

3rd

Race

Details

Jockey

Horse

Jockey

Horse

Jockey

Southern Cross
Teenagers Trophy

500yds

Talia Jones

Miami Lance

Lachlan Crowie

Skye

Horse

Malcolm Binnie
Memorial

700yds

Tim Bonner

King Kenny

Maurice Davies

Falkland Chase

500yds

Holly Williams

Monster Muncher

Cristian Castro

Raindancer

Colin Summers

Tia Maria

Stormchaser

Declan Bonner

Potato Race 1

Gymkhana

Sarah Crofts

Jazzdancer

Stefan Clarke

Coalition

Spirit

Robert Legg

Crown Royal

Angeline Joshua

Tarragon

Potato Race 2

Gymkhana

Dominic Watson

Coalition

Holly Kirkham

Jazzdancer

Bending Race

Gymkhana

Dominic Watson

Coalition

Stefan Clarke

Coalition

Gretna Green

Gymkhana

Robert Legg &
Dominic Watson

Angeline Joshua &
Holly Kirkham

Kool Kiz Cup

600yds

Lachlan Crowie

Skye

Talia Jones

Miami Lance

Seafish & CFL Trophy

600yds

Tim Bonner

King Kenny

Maurice Davies

Raindancer

Lachlan Crowie

Dettori

Speedwell Store Prize

400yds

Tim Bonner

Zafonic

Declan Bonner

Spirit

Maurice Davis

Costabomb
Chelsea

Bobby Short Trot

1 mile

Dominic Watson

Coalition

Sharon Jaffray

Tennessee

Colin Summers

Junior Rincon Grande
& Home Farm Plate

440yds

Lachlan Crowie

Skye

Talia Jones

Miami Lance

n/a

Simon Summers
Memorial

500yds

Cristian Castro

Stormchaser

Tim Bonner

Zafonic

Maurice Davis

Costabomb

Interserve Cup (trot)

1mile

Jake Summers

Chelsea

Talia Jones

Tennessee

Elisha Joshua

Tarragon

Salvador Prize

800yds

Declan Bonner

King Kenny

Tim Bonner

Spirit

Cristian Castro

Raindancer
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Sun shines on racegoers

Above: Big smiles from Holly Williams and Angeline Joshua
Thoroughbreds Kevin Marsh and Grant Munro battle to the finish line with their young jockeys
Below: Dom and Coalition take first place in the trot. Bottom left: Lachlan Crowie gets a try-out ride on champion Storm Chaser. Below right:
Determined young jockey Jake Summers takes the Interserve Cup trot on
Chelsea - pictures by Sharon Jaffray

The wheelbarrow race is strongly contested

Page 13

Below: A Gretna Green for Holly Kirkham and Angeline Joshua

ATTENDEES of the Stanley Sports Association Mini-sports seemed positively bemused by the hot sunshine and an unusual lack of any breeze
on Saturday. Before the event had even really begun the sunscreen was out, along with quite a number of pale limbs.
The equine events started with an exciting and close race between two talented youngsters - the more experienced teenagager Lachlan
Crowie and first timer to the Stanley gallops, Talia Jones. Talia, on Maurice Davis’ Miami Lance, managed to snatch first place from Lachlan
on Tracy McKaskill’s Skye, but later the pair came up against one another in two more races and the places were reversed with Lachlan first
and Talia second, in the Kool Kidz Cup and the Junior Rincon Grande and Home Farm Plate. The consensus from the crowds was that it was
fantastic to view a couple of future jockeys really enjoying the sport.
In the Senior Races the prizes were divided, with Holly Willliams claiming the Falkland Chase on Rincon Grande horse
Monster Muncher and later Tim Bonner and his own King Kenny triumphed in the the Seafish and CFL Trophy and
the Speedwell Store Prize on Zafonic.
Cristian Castro made his mark once again claiming the Simon Summers Memorial Champion Race on Lisa
Watson’s Storm Chaser and Declan Bonner will have been thrilled to win the second Champion Race, the
Salvador Prize, on his father’s (Tim Bonner) King Kenny.
The two trotting races were won by Dominic Watson on Coalition and Jake Summers on Chelsea.
It was a truly delightful day with plenty of events for the children and gymkhana events to keep the
rest of the horseriders and the crowds entertained. Special mention to some other future jockeys,
Holly Kirkham and Elisha Joshua who peformed really well in the gymkanas and the trotting race.
Turn the page for more pictures by Sharon Jaffray and full results.
Below: Maurice Davis on Raindancer and Tim Bonner on King Kenny. Below Tina Hirtle in a neat trot. Below right: Cristian Castro in a reflective state
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Falklands latest trawler
THE newest fishing vessel in the
Falklands fleet, Monteferro, held
an Open Day last Thursday so that
residents could see what the latest
trawler looked like.
First impressions as one
stepped aboard were favourable, due to the grippy matting
laid on top of the steel deck. The
other noticeable difference from
most trawlers I had been on was
the abundance of stainless steel,
rather than painted steel, which
requires regular maintenance.
Innovation extends into other
areas of the ship’s design. The
crew quarters are modern and
stylish, and currently, after one
fishing trip at sea, spotlessly
clean.
The ship has an experienced
crew of 42 and has a cabin for a
fishing observer. Below decks,
there is also a laboratory for accommodating scientific cruises.
The Monteferro was launched
on October 18 from the Nodosa
shipyard in Marin, Spain. The
same shipyard also built the CFL
Hunter.
Owned by Kalamar Limited, a
joint venture between RBC Ltd
and the Fontain family of Galicia,
the Monteferro is a modern freezer stern trawler equipped with the

latest technology for fishing in the
remote and stormy waters of the
South Atlantic.
Two days before it entered
Stanley Harbour, the violent
storm which crossed the Falklands on the night of January 30,
continued east, where the Monteferro was fishing about 100 miles
offshore. Turning the bow into
the storm, the ship was doing 12
knots, but once the 98 knot (112
mph) winds hit her, the ship was
going backwards at 2 knots!
Despite the winds and huge
seas, the ship and crew came
through the storm unscathed. This
may have been partly due to the
design of the semi-inverted bow,
which cuts through the water
more efficiently and offers greater
stability.
The ship will primarily be bottom trawling for Loligo squid in
Falklands waters, under licence.
The catch is processed immediately upon being brought on
board, and very quickly blast
frozen and stored in the hold.
The by-products such as guts and
heads (of finfish, if caught) are
stored on board in a tank, which
is intermittently discarded, often
at night, reducing the interaction
between the trawler and following

Below: The fish processing factory. Above: Monteferro at FIPASS

seabirds.
RBC’s Tom Blake said of the
ship that, “although there had
been a lot of apprehension about
building the new vessel, the
fact that we are able to do so is

a welcome demonstration of the
continued development of the
industry and the confidence that
companies have in making such
significant investments.”
Peter Young
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THE hot spell continues and so I
am spending a lot of time inside
the house, only going outside
when a breeze cools things down
a little to water all the plants undercover. It is lovely, and cooler,
early in the morning, and that is
when most things get done. A
wonderful day for the mini-sports
and I would imagine there will
be many suffering from sunburn.
Bill’s skin has grown quite tough
over the years and he has been
able to enjoy the heat and get on
with his shed painting, mowing
and scarifying and today, moving
the compost from one bin to the
other for turning and mixing purposes. I must say the compost is
looking really good.
Luckily there was surprisingly
little storm damage around Stanley. Most households suffered
only a few problems – here we
cringed with every gust and expected the worst for our greenhouses and tunnels, but we were
very lucky and they came through
unscathed.
All our greenhouses have been
named after the people they be-

longed to previously and in some
cases, people who sadly are no
longer with us. Such is the case
with the main one, named after
the late Rene Rowlands. This
one, being the first in line in the
front garden, is full of tomatoes,
sweet peppers, a grapevine and a
couple of pumpkins. As is usual
with these, loads of male flowers appeared but no females with
their distinctive little fruit behind
the flower. However, that’s all
changed in the past week with
lots of female flowers and few
males! There have been enough to
press or brush over the inside of
the female flower, having first removed their petals. Job done and
the fruits are swelling; lots of food
and water required though.
Delicious glut
Courgettes don’t need this treatment and cucumbers would become very bitter if treated this
way. As always throwing away a
plant is beyond me and so many
more tomato plants of various sizes and in various stages of growth
have made it into the other green-

- RUN FOR A -

REASON
STANDARD CHARTERED
STANLEY MARATHON

18.03.18
MARATHON . RELAY. 3K FUN RUN

Here for good
sc.com

th

Closing date for marathon entries is 9 March 2018
Entry fees: Individual: £40.00 Teams: £120.00
rd

Early Bird Discount for entries received by 23 February
2018 Individual: £30.00 Teams: £100.00
Closing date for Fun Run is 9th March 2018. Entry fee: £5.00
Application forms are available from the Bank or visit our website:
www.sc.com/fk/marathon

houses and tunnels. It means a
bit of a glut, but a delicious one.
It also means the twice-weekly
feeding takes forever! I have now
removed the bottom leaves and
cut back many of the others, not
only to stop wasting food on them
but also to give the fruit more
light and make it easier to see. I
cut back the top too – four trusses
is enough here and will ensure
all fruit ripens by the end of the
season.
Plums are, as ever, growing
well and carrying what look like
massive grapes in bunches. These
I’ve had to thin out to allow the
rest to grow and ripen. The wind
has thinned the apples somewhat
but other than wind-burnt foliage,
all appears well in the fruit world.
Ladybirds are numerous this
year. Sadly many seem to end
up in the various water containers, kept to catch any rain, by the
greenhouses. They are very strong
little beetles and must have found
a way to shut down when on the
water because whenever I lift
them onto a dry stone or even a
leaf, they are on the move within
seconds. Some must have been in
the water for some time but only
one did not make it.
The Ozothamnus is known as
the kerosene bush. I’m not sure
why, as the only smell from it is
a strong and delicious vanilla. It’s
now flowering in little bunches
of white petals, while earlier the
buds were red and very easy on
the eye. Other shrubs flowering at
the moment are the Callistemon
(bottle brush), Desfontania, a
Chilean holly lookalike with lovely lanterns for flowers, and the
one I think is an Arbutus unedo
(strawberry tree). All these shrubs
have been grown from seed and
have taken a few years to flower.
In that time I've either lost the labels or they have faded.
New roses
Of the rest, the various Philadelphus (mock orange) are smothered in flowers and of course
the many different Hebes are out
in competition, but I could not
possibly leave you without mentioning the roses, could I? They
seem to have come through the
howling winds with only the odd
branch broken off and are flowering wonderfully. There are now
so many new roses and so many
new names that it is hard to decide
what to go for. I've mentioned a
‘Rhapsody in Blue’ before, which
flowers in a dark lavender, an
unusual colour in a rose. I now
have one called ‘Burgundy Ice’,
which is a good description of its
colour. ‘Hot Chocolate’, which
is probably more terracotta in
colour, is another rose which is

continuously in flower. It’s sited,
purely by accident, next to one
named ‘Southampton’, with its
creamy yellow/peachy flowers.
Together they look wonderful! All
the patio roses are flowering well
and an old one here which I believe might be ‘Flower Carpet’, is
showing lovely small and double
coral pink blooms.
Lilies are also in full flow.
Asiatic ones being very hardy,
they are showing off their large
reds, oranges, creams, pinks and
yellows mainly untouched by
the weather. Oriental lilies need
better care inside.

Unusually warm weather

Crocosmias in the heat

Roses – decisions, decisions

‘The Island’ part of the garden

Asiatic lilies are very hardy
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Smoko break brain bender
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The shaded letters spell out the surname of a locally born Olympian

ACROSS
1 Days of the wk.(abbr)
5 Far away
9 Association (abbr.)
14 Opera solo
15 Soft cheese
16 Indian woman
17 Upset
18 Bod
19 Infra's opposite
20 Hotel
22 Constellation
24 One of these
25 Seed sower

27
31
32
34
35
38
40
42
44
46
47
48
50
51

Woo
Jittery
Representative
Record
Eschew
Fetch
Uncollected
Root beer brand (3 wds.)
Warship
National capital
Happiness
Mattress
Fewer
Eastern Time

Recipes for the Falklands
Summer pasta salad with
garlic sausages

Ingredients
400g of pasta bows
Half a cabbage, sliced finely
1 pack of garlic beef sausages
(8 sausages)
6 tbsp mayonnaise
2 tbsp Dijon or whole grain
mustard
Olive oil
Handful Fresh dill or coriander
(or a couple of tbsp of dried
herbs)
Pinch of sea salt
Black pepper

Cook the sausages until ready
in a preheated oven at 180°C
fan/gas mark 5. Remove and
allow to cool.
Cook the pasta to the pack
directions, drain and rinse with
cold water to stop cooking.

Slice the sausages and mix with
the pasta and cabbage in a
large bowl.
To the bowl add the mayonnaise,
mustard, the chopped herbs,
salt, pepper and a couple tbsps
of olive oil and mix thoroughly
until everything is coated.
Add more mayonnaise and oil
depending on if you prefer a
runnier dressing. Cool the salad,
covered, in the fridge for about
an hour before serving.

52
55
57
59
61
64
66
68
71
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

Football conference
Jetty
File
Fried seafood
Swag
Children's dread
Lawn __
Chocolate tree
Ill-bred
Lotion brand
Head skin
Drug doer
Stable gear
What is agreed upon
Shrivelled
Copied

DOWN
1 Mum
2 Constellation
3 Neat
4 Secure
5 Abdominal muscles (abbr.)
6 On top of a frog’s head
7 Pointed at
8 Drill
9 Association (abbr.)
10 Calamari
11 Eat
12 Canoe propeller
13 Communication Workers of
America (abr.)
21 Drug
23 Anger
26 Hard boiled food
28 Resembling
29 Frozen pizza brand
30 Kellogg's waffles
31 Ceases
33 Cooking vessel
35 Blade
36 Shampoo brand
37 Dimensions
39 Vat
41 Wild dog
43 Compass point
45 Baffle
49 Decametre
53 Fire remains
54 Repeated part of a song
56 Revolutions per minute
58 Sacred song
60 Wake up
61 Use a broom
62 Eagle's nest
63 Drudge
65 Lawmen
67 Gumbo
68 Clock time
69 Whiz
70 Cab
72 Bard's before

Famous
quotes
Before you marry
a person, you should
first make them use a
computer with slow
internet service to
see who they really
are
-Will Ferrell

Last week’s solution
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Did you know....

Valentine’s Day is
celebrated on February 14,
the day Bishop Valentine
was executed for treason.
The Roman Emperor at the
time had banned marriage
as he believed single men
made better soldiers.
Valentine disregarded this,
and continued marrying
couples in secret, until he
was caught and killed.
The heart has become the
symbol of this day, used
to express love . However,
the human heart’s function
has nothing to do with
emotions.
The heart is a giant pump,
pumping the equivalent
of 2,000 gallons of blood
through a network of
blood vessels over 60,000
miles long.
The size of a heart depends
on the person. In general it
is the size of your fist
The heart of the blue
whale is as big as a car and
beats six times a minute
compared to a human’s 70.
A giraffe’s heart can weigh
up to 12kg and the animal
relies on its power to
fight the force of gravity
weighing down on its
long neck.
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VACANCIES

DEVELOPMENT & COMMERCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Duty Supervisor (Fitness)
Salary:FIG Grade: F Starting Salary £20,523
The Opportunity: We are seeking a motivated, fitness professional to join our
team. This role ideally suits someone with a health and fitness background
who also has experience in a swimming pool environment. This role includes
assisting clients in the fitness room, also working with and leading the
operational team.
Contract Type: This is a permanent post on standard FIG terms and conditions
Enquiries to: Mark CookPhone Number: 27285
Applications to: swilliams@sec.gov.fk
Closing Date: 23/02/2018
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
Foreman - Grader Crew
Salary:FIG Grade: E2 Starting Salary £23,909
The Opportunity: The post holder will manage a team of at least 8 people.
Candidates must hold a current valid HGV License, have experience in
maintaining sealed and unsealed roads, a minimum of 5 years experience in
a similar role,and be willing to live/work away from home for long periods.
Contract Type: This is a permanent post on standard FIG terms and conditions
Enquiries to: Ivan PorrittPhone Number: 27387
Applications to:swilliams@sec.gov.fk
Closing Date: 23/02/2018
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Part Time Examinations Officer
Salary: FIG Grade: G2 Starting Salary £17,321 pro-rata for actual hours
worked
The Opportunity: The Training centre is a busy section within the Education
Department and the Examinations Officer is a vital part of the team. Main
duties will be the administration, entering and invigilation of examinations
for a number of awarding bodies. This post is diverse and requires good selfdiscipline.
Contract Type: This is a part time appointment and the salary shown is for full
time hours. Salary will be pro-rated for the actual hours worked.
Enquiries to: Emma Brook Phone Number: 27133
Applications to:swilliams@sec.gov.fk
Closing Date: 23/02/2018
Senior Houseparent
Salary:FIG Grade: C Starting Salary £35,376
The Opportunity: An opportunity has arisen to join the team at Stanley House
as Senior Houseparent. The ideal candidate will be able to use their extensive
organisational skills and significant experience of working with children /
young people to continually improve the quality of our residents' experience.
Contract Type: This is a permanent post on standard FIG terms and conditions
Enquiries to: Rachel SeddonPhone Number: 27289
Applications to:swilliams@sec.gov.fk
Closing Date: 23/02/2018

VACANCIES
Unlicensed and/or A licensedMechanical Engineer – Helicopters –
Falkland Islands
British International Helicopters (Offshore) is currently looking to recruit an
experienced Aircraft Maintenance Engineer, specialising in helicopters for
the above role. This is an exciting opportunity to join our existing team of
professionals based in the Falkland Islands.
The successful engineers will be motivated professionals with high individual
standards.
Duties will be to perform a wide range of aircraft maintenance tasks with priority
being given to mechanical tasks, however must be willing to undertake other
duties as required when workload dictates. Reporting to the Chief Engineer, the
successful applicant will be able to demonstrate competence in fault finding,
scheduled maintenance and installation of mechanical modifications, including
the use of hand tools and specialised test equipment.
This role will be based on a rotational pattern of 6 weeks on, 6 weeks off;
working 6 days per week during 6 weeks on dependent upon operational
requirements.
To be considered for this position, you will able to demonstrate the following:Essential
•
Formal aeronautical training in aircraft maintenance disciplines e.g.
apprenticeship or C&G training.
•
A license Qualification
•
Full UK driving license.
•
At least 2 years’ experience in base and line maintenance.
•
Ability to work with minimal supervision and to take responsibility
for own workload.
•
Effective team player – able to work as part of a small dedicated
team.
•
Excellent communication skills – have the ability to interact well
with your colleagues and the wider business.
Desirable
•
Previous experience of working with or for the Military.
•
A willingness to work towards obtaining an EASA B1.3 licence
•
Good organisational skills and able to plan own workload
This role is based in the Falkland Islands, the successful candidate will need to
comply with Falkland Islands Immigration policy and obtain a relevant work
permit if not a Falkland Islands resident.To apply for this position please send
a covering letter and CV toTracey Canning tracey.Canning@scc.com
Closing Date: 21st February 2018
Licensed Aircraft EngineersB1.3/B2–S61 Helicopter – Falkland Islands
British International Helicopters (Offshore) are currently looking to recruit
experienced aircraft B1.3 and B2 licensed engineers type rated on the S61
helicopters. This is an exciting opportunity to join our existing team of
professionals based in the Falkland Islands.
Rotational shift pattern of 6 weeks on, 6 weeks off, working 6 days, with 1 day
off. Each shift is 10 hours.
The successful engineers will be motivated professionals with high individual
standards.
Duties will be to perform a wide range of aircraft maintenance tasks with
priority being given to avionic/mechanical tasks dependent on the engineer’s
licence, however the engineers must be willing to undertake other duties as
required when workload dictates.
Some duties to include scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, defect
diagnosis and rectification, embodiment of modifications, service bulletins and
other mandatory or non-mandatory maintenance.
Reporting to the Chief Engineer, the successful applicantwill be able to
demonstrate competence in fault finding, scheduled maintenance and
installation of modifications, including the use of hand tools and specialised
test equipment.
To be considered for this position, you will able to demonstrate the following:Essential

Technical Engineer, Database Design & Maintenance: Database
design & maintenance, with an emphasis on Microsoft Access,
C# and Visual Studio coding on SQL systems. Applicants should
have at least 3 years professional experience in advanced database
frontend design and backend programming, with education to a
minimum of A-level/HND or equivalent. Applicants must be able
to work independently, as well as part of a group, and must be able
to interact directly with customers. Successful applicants will need
to undergo a ECRB police check, will need to be of clean and sober
habits, and a full clean drivers licence would be preferred. Salary
will be dependent on qualifications and experience. Applicants
Should send their CV and copies of qualification certificates to
info@synergy.co.fk. Closing date for applications is 23 Feb 2018.
Please contact Nikki Buxton, Managing Director on 22051 or
email info@synergy.co.fk for more details.

•
EASA B1.3 or B2 licence,type rated S61.
•
Consideration will also be given to engineers who hold a type
licence in the category complex/multi engine.
•
Full UK driving license.
•
At least two years Line or Base maintenance on S61.
•
Ability to work with minimal supervision and to take responsibility
for own workload.
•
Good organisational skills and able to plan own workload
•
Effective team player – able to work as part of a small dedicated
team.
•
Excellent communication skills – have the ability to interact well
with your colleagues and the wider business.
Desirable
•

Previous experience of working with or for the Military.

This role is based in the Falkland Islands, the successful candidate will need to
comply with Falkland Islands Immigration policy and obtain a relevant work
permit if not a Falkland Islands resident.
To apply for this position please send a covering letter and CV to tracey.
canning@scc.com
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VACANCIES

Mechanics salary up to 25k
Turbo Tim @ Falklands 4x4 have immediate
vacancies for industry leading mechanics at our
Crozier Place garage and other sites in the Falklands. Applicants must be able
to deliver exceptional standards of diagnosis, with knowledge of the latest
diagnostic equipment have a history of outstanding customer interaction,
have pride in both their own and their work place’s presentation and
standards and have excellent inter personal and administration skills.
You should be able to work productively alone or as part of a team delivering
profitable output and have a full clean driver’s license as the roles may
include daily travel.
Only applicants able to demonstrate these requirements will be considered,
knowledge and ability of HGV/ PSV will be an advantage
Applications to FIC Managing Director Kevin Ironside at info@fic.co.fk
will be treated in confidence, please provide your work history and current
salary. A remuneration of up to 25k basic for a 40-hour week is available
with overtime available, membership of FIC’s provident Fund and an annual
bonus available. Applicants must be of sober habits.
Closing date Friday 16th February 2018 at 4pm
Packers & Drivers
The Falkland Islands Company requires Packers for work at MPA and in
Stanley. Applicants must be physically fit. A full manual driving licence is
essential. For further information please contact Karen Rozee on 27666 or
email homebuilder.deputy@fic.co.fk
The closing date for all applications is Monday 26th February 2018 at 4:00pm.
GOVERNMENT OF SOUTH GEORGIA
& THE SOUTH SANDWICH ISLANDS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
The Government of South Georgia & the South Sandwich Islands is seeking a
Chief Executive Officer. The post-holder will be responsible for the effective
management, good governance and operation of this UK Overseas Territory
including compliance with international obligations. The CEO will be
expected to bring leadership experience to a small team, and work strategically
with partners and stakeholders to deliver a challenging and wide-ranging
agenda covering a range of policy areas. The closing date for applications is
Friday 23rd February. A full job description and application form is available
on the Government’s website (www.gov.gs/information/appointments/).
For further information please contact the current post-holder James Jansen
(james.jansen@gov.gs).
Restaurant Manager Malvina House
The Malvina House Hotel has a vacancy for a Restaurant Manager. At least
five years of restaurant management experience in a busy hotel and restaurant
is essential. Preference will be given to candidates with qualifications in food
and wine, training and development, and customer service. This is a hands-on
management position and candidates must be able to manage the restaurant
team and assist in the restaurant during busy service periods. Hours of work
are 50 hours a week which will include evenings, weekends and public
holidays. Good rates of pay are available for the successful applicant. For full
details on this position and conditions or to submit an application letter and
CV please contact Carl on 21355 or e mail cstroud@stanley-services.co.fk
Customer service assistants
Falkland Islands Tourist Board is seeking to employ Customer Services
Assistants to expand its casual pool of weekend staff, to work on a shift
system in the Jetty Visitors Centre. Till and information service training will
be given. Please contact Stephanie Middleton for more information on
27019 or by emailing steph@falklandislands.com
Part time driver/assistant
MAAZ has a vacancy for a part time driver/assistant. English and Spanish
is essential. Interested persons can apply to maazexcursions@gmail.com
Energise GROUP Limited is looking
to employ a Full Time Commercial
Heating/OFTEC
Registered
Technician. The applicant will be familiar
with and have experience in all aspects of
domestic to commercial natural and waste oil fired boiler heating systems,
especially working with Black Iron and Galvanised Piping installation and
repairs. It would be advantageous to this position if the applicant understands
technical control of systems, especially working with technical control panels
of all sizes and their associated equipment, as this is a key part to the position
and the ongoing maintenance of existing infrastructure.
A Company vehicle and mobile phone will be provided to the applicant in
accordance with our terms and conditions, who must have a minimum of five
years on-site experience, be of sober habits, self motivated, possess a clean
driving license and able to work alone on most occasions.
Interested person(s) must apply in writing and forward a CV to the Director
by the 16th February 2018.

NOTICES

NOTICES

IJSCE and FICS Annual Fete
The annual IJSCE and FICS Fete will be held on Saturday 10th
February from 2pm – 4pm at the Community School. Lots of
activities, stalls and games, BBQ and refreshments; fun for all the
family. Look forward to seeing you!
Shearathon
The East and West Falkland Islands 30 hour Shearathon is happening this
weekend. The team will be starting at Albemarle Station on West Falkland
this afternoon (Friday) at 3pm and visiting 38 farms on their way to the Rose
Bar tomorrow (Saturday) evening. Come on down to the Rose to watch the
last few sheep being shorn at around 8pm. There will be hoodies on sale and a
donation bucket going around. All proceeds are going to The Stephen Jaffray
Memorial Fund and Cancer Support and Awareness.
FIODA AGM
FIODA will be holding this years AGM on the 12th February at 7.30pm in the
Narrows Bar function room. All members and anyone interested in being part
of this talented group please come along, you can perform on stage, back stage
or work with the tech team its up to you, see you there.
Public Meeting - Goose Green
Members of the Legislative Assembly will be holding a Public Meeting at
Goose Green Social Club on Thursday 15 February 17.00-18.00.
This will be an open meeting, should you have any questions that require
research please submit them to Gilbert House on paassembly@sec.gov.fk by
4.30pm on Wednesday 7 February
INVITATION TO TENDER
CONSTRUCTION OF A VULNERABLE
PERSONS EXTRA CARE FACILITY
The Falkland Islands Government is seeking proposals from suitably qualified
and experienced construction contractors for the completion of construction
phases (RIBA Stages 5 & 6) for a Vulnerable Persons Extra Care Facility in
Stanley. The new Facility will be the focal point for a new model of care to serve
the people of the Falkland Islands. This focuses on promoting independent
living and enabling prevention and rehabilitation through periods of intensive
support as well as some provision of nursing care that will lead to a new way
forward for the Falkland Islands ageing and vulnerable population.
Tender documents can be requested from Lynn Brownlee in the Secretariat
during normal working hours or by e-mail to: lbrownlee@sec.gov.fk or
telephone: 28430. The deadline for receipt of tenders is 4.00pm on Wednesday
28th March 2018. The Falkland Islands Government does not bind itself to
accept any submission, and may publish the details, of any submission received.
Nick Taylor Prize
Anyone wishing to donate to the Nick Taylor Prize for Darwin Sports, please
give to Hayley at the bank or to Jenny Anderson before February 25. Thank
you for your continuing support.
Sodexo
Sodexo are seeking to employ Chefs, Hairdresser &Cover Workers within
MPC and the Remote Sites. The role(s) of the Cover Worker will involve
customer services in the cleaning, administration and catering areas across
our business. Applications must be over the age of 18 years and are willing
to work flexible hours, including weekends, evenings and public holidays.
For further information, please contact Lache Peters on
32172 or email shelley.henry@sodexo.com. Closing date
for applications is Friday 16 February 2018.

Pro-Install
Home
Interiors
37 John Street
Monday to Friday 9am - 5.30pm
Saturday 9am - 5.00pm
Closed daily for lunch 12noon 1pm
Sundays Closed
Kitchens, Bathrooms, Tiles
& Much More
Tel: 21270 / 52727
Email:
pro-install@horizon.co.fk

Our non regular
advertisers who require
adverts of quarter page size or
larger in Penguin News, are
reminded that to guarantee
inclusion they must book by the
Friday (midday) prior to
publication.
FALKLAND ISLANDS CITIZENS
ADVICE BUREAU 55355
Between 4 & 6pm on week day evenings
or leave a message anytime.
www.citizensadvice.org.fk

Team Tranquil line to Samaritans
UK sponsored by Sure. Call Sure
free phone 51515 any time.
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BUSINESS ADVERTS - NOTICES
The Falklands Gun Club Poker Night Fund Raiser took place at the Chamber
of Commerce on Friday night 2nd February 2018. With 13 players playing
for the top prize and the introduction of an earlier finish time a good night of
poker was had by all the participants with the official results:
1st
2nd
3rd

£210
£130
£ 80

–
–
–

Shaun Kendrick
Ross Peters
Vince Otadoy

Total take for the night was £570.00 with gun club taking £100 after admin
costs. The club has calculated its cut according to the pot, anyone wishing to
receive more details, please contact Graham Didlick on 54092.
The next Poker Night is Friday 2nd March 7pm at the Chamber of Commerce.

The Galley Café
Goose Green

Results of government tenders handled through the central
procurement office, 17 Nov 2017 - 31 January 2018
Tender

Awarded to

Value
Contract

of

L e a
Department

WINTER HOURS
Located beside car wash (Lookout Industrial Estate)
Mobile: 54322 Email: Scotiadrycleaners@yahoo.co.uk or join our Facebook page
OPENING HOURS: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday & Friday: 10am - 4pm
Saturdays: 12pm - 4pm
ALSO open during lunch hour
FREE deliveries & pickups (including FIGAS)
All pickups to be called between 8.30am - 9.30am. Any calls after this time may not be
collected until the next morning. There will be NO collections or deliveries on Saturdays

Open seven days a week

d

Detailed
Design of
Upgrade and
Redevelopment
of KEMH

One Creative
Environments
Ltd

£369,215

Health &
Medical
Services

Supply of
Tipper Truck
for PWD

FIC (Falklands
4x4)

£59,504

Culvert
Replacement
Programme
2017 - 2020

Jan Clarke
Haulage

£230,600

PWD
Highways

Kiel Canal
Industrial
Estate – Supply
of Electrical
Materials

Wilkinson &
Gaviller

£169,123.89

PWD Power
& Electrical

Ground Works
for New
Asphalt Plant

NCB Solutions

£185,000

PWD Design
Section

Building Plots

Plot Number

Purchase Price

Lead
Department

Sapper Hill
Serviced
Building Plot

39 Sandy
Woodward
Road

£17,500

Legal Services

PWD Plant
& Vehicles

Food available from 9am to 9pm.
Licensed to sell alcohol
with your meal.
Block bookings taken for
special occasions.
Specials this week:
Ale Pie Mash or Chips & Veg
Fish Cakes & Chips

Flying into RAF Brize
Norton?
Want to hire a car?

Then contact BRIZE SELF DRIVE
LTD
for your hire requirements
email:
bookings@brizeselfdriveltd.co.uk
or call 01993 867366 (UK)

Kidney Cove

Airport runs £12.00 one way per passenger
Lan & Air bridge Also penguin tours
Apply to Adrian
Mob: 54665 or
email: allowe@horizon.co.fk
DF Falklands Clothing
Shop Opening hours (23 John St, old Jacs):
Wednesdays 17.00-18.30
Fridays 17.00-18.30
Saturdays 10.00-17.00

Ladies clothing, shoes & accessories
Men’s jeans & t-shirts
Gifts

Michelle’s Hair & Beauty Salon

THE PLANNING ORDINANCE 1991
NOTICE OF PLANNING APPLICATIONS RECEIVED
Notice is hereby given that the following planning applications
have been submitted. The plans and details can be viewed at the
Environmental Planning Office (St. Mary’s Walk, Stanley).

West Store Complex
Opening Hours - We are now open until 7pm weekdays
Monday-Friday 9am-7pm
OPEN OVER LUNCH TIMES
Saturday 10am +
PLEASE CALL 22269
OR call in to make your appointment
Email: thesalon@horizon.co.fk

Anyone wishing to comment on these applications must do so in
writing, to the Planning Officer, by the 19 February 2018.
Comments can be sent by post (PO Box 611, Stanley) or e-mail
clerk@planning.gov.fk and will be taken into account in the determination of the applications.

Ref

Address

Description

16.18.PB

Government
House Annex,
Ross Road,
Stanley

Convert Ground
Foreign and
Floor into 2
Commonwealth
bedsits. Convert
Office
First Floor into
Office with toilet
and kitchenette.
Lower the entrance door (west
elevation) to floor
level

17.18.P

75 Rex Hunt
Road, Stanley

Erect boundary
fence

Applicant

Mr M. Coutrney

Phoenix Cinema Schedule - MPA
Seat Prices: Adult (18 and over) £4 / 3D £5
Child (3-17) £3 / 3D £4; Students £3 / 3D £4 Seniors
(60 and over) £3 / 3D £4; Family Ticket £11.00 / 3D £15.00
Visit website: www.ssvc.com/cinemas

Friday February 09 - 19:30 - Darkest Hour (PG) 125 minutes
Saturday February 10 - 15:00 - The Greatest Showman (PG) 104 mins
Saturday February 10 - 19:30 - Three Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri (15) 115 mins
Sunday February 11 - 15:00 - Journey’s End (12A) 108 mins
Sunday February 11 - 19:30 - Darkest Hour (PG) 125 minutes
Monday February 12 - 19:30 - Star Wars: The Last Jedi (12A) 152 mins
Tuesday February 13 -19:30 - Maze Runner: The Death Cure (12A) 141 mins
Wednesday February 14 - 19:30 - Darkest Hour (PG) 125 minutes
Thursday February 15 -19:30 - Downsizing (15) 135 mins

website http://www.forcescinemas.com/mpc-falklands
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Darwin House is now open
and we look forward to seeing you this season

For bookings and reservations please e-mail us at
info@darwin-house.com or phone 31313

The Falklands first purpose built
Dog Boarding Kennels
and Cattery
Pauline Sackett & Iain Thom
PO Box 25, Fitzroy Farm, Falkland
Islands Tel: +50021148 Email
muckypaws@horizon.co.fk

We are not just about PENGUINS!
Check out our massive range of T-Shirts…
Monday to Friday: 10am till 5pm
Saturday: 10 till 12 and 1.00 till 4pm

Installation, repairs, maintenance, electrical appliances. Reefers
containers, air-conditioning systems, split units, all types, cars and
buses, refrigerators and refrigeration systems
Name: Ricardo Carreno
Address: Falkland Islands
Stanley
Mob: +500 54740
Email: alexiscarrs@hotmail.com
Mon – Thur: 1000 – 1500
Fri – Sat: 1000 – 1500
& 1800 – 2000
Sun Closed
Hot meals, cakes, sandwiches, bread.
Alcoholic and non alcoholic beverages

We Supply & Fit All
Types of Floor Coverings
& Ceramic Tiles

‘RACE POINT’

FANCY A MID WEEK BREAK?
DISCOUNTS THROUGHOUT
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER.
TUESDAY TO THURSDAY

Email: jhjones@horizon.co.fk or
ring Michelle, 41012

Also available - Ready Made
Curtains,
Curtain Fabric by the metre, Rugs,
Cleaning Products,
Anti Slip Rug Backing
Carpet Protector and more!

Shop open hours
Mon-Fri 1.30pm - 5.30pm
dld@horizon.co.fk
Mobile 55526

The Pink Shop Gallery
The Pink Shop Gallery.
WOOLMORE LAMBSKINS Leatherman, Ortak, Vango,
Port Meirion, Guitars & amps, Ukulele, Daler Rowney Art
materials, Azeti,
Royal Scot Crystal, Binoculars. Books, Wooden items.
Local Crafts/Artwork/Greetings cards, Frames & framing.
Usual OPENING HOURS-Mon, Weds, Thurs, 1.30-5pm;
Friday 10-12, 1.30-5pm; Saturday 10-12, 1.30-4pm;
Tel 21399, email pinkshop@horizon.co.fk

With the brand new channel line-up for the
entire family
Animal Planet, AXN, BBC World, Boomerang,
CNN, Discovery, Home & Health, Disc. Kids, FITV,
Fox News, HBO, Myriam’s Country, Nick, ESPN, ESPN2, Nat Geo Wild,
MTV Live, TLC, Nat Geo, Civilization, Science, Turbo, Warner, Saint FM,
Sky News, Sony, TBS, TCM, THC, TruTV, TVN Chile,
TVN 24, VH1 and KTV extras for more
entertainment, with 10 full HD channels on
compatible TV sets.

Visit us on

or call us on 22349 for
further information.

STANLEY GARDEN CENTRE

For all your garden & pet needs
Plus fresh produce, flowers, plants
& lots more
Opening hours
Saturday, Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday 2.00- 4.30pm
CLOSED MONDAY & THURSDAY
Anyone wanting to visit after 4.30pm
just ring 21509 during the afternoon
and we will stay open for you
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Art, Gift & Design Store
The Narrows Bar

Bar Opens Monday till Friday 12pm till 2pm and 5pm until Closing
Saturday Open all day 12pm till Closing
Sunday Open all day 12pm till 8pm
Lunch and Dinner served everyday from 12pm till 2pm and 6pm till 9pm
Tel: 22267 - Email: thenarrowsbar@horizon.co.fk

Locally Created & Handmade Products

NEW Hairy Daisy Jewellery * Photographic Prints
Homewares * Woollen products * Ceramics
Accessories * Jo Loves Calico * Soap Bar

Elephant Beach Farm self-catering cottage.
Now open for business!
Please contact Angie Clarke on 41020, mob 51603,
AnjClarke@hotmail.com or Ben Berntsen 41020, mob 51032,
benebf@horizon.co.fk for further details.

Ross Road, Stanley www.studio52.co.fk
www.facebook.com/FI.Studio52

C & R Construction Ltd
16/01/2018
Fully qualified tradesmen
available for
renovation/new builds.

StudioAdPNews.indd 1

ENERGISE (FI) LTD

Refrigeration, Electrical, Boiler & Plumbing Specialists…
One call for all your requirements under the one Company with
fully qualified staff, how much easier could it be?
Tel: 21620 Fax: 21619 Mobile: 51620
e-mail: energise@horizon.co.fk
admin.energise@horizon.co.fk
accounts.energise@horizon.co.fk

NOW OFFERING
Plastering and decorating

For more info call Luke on 55538
or Cleggs on 52595
BAGLEY’S BUILDING SERVICES

Mechanical & Electrical
Maintenance
OFTEC, CORGI, 17th
EDITION Rewires,
Inspection & Testing,
PAT-Testing & Industrial
Works, Fire Alarm & Boiler
Installations & Services,
Tel: 51127 Kevin George
Tel:55788 Andrew Thomas
kevinandrew337@gmail.com

PLEASE CALL COREY ON 51106
OR DARREN ON 54439
* HOUSE BUILDING
* CONSTRUCTION WORKS
* RENOVATIONS
* KITCHEN FITTING

G&K Services offer professional quality assured service to all customers!
• Window Cleaning
• Gardening maintenance: grass, trees, fence painting (one off, or
regular monthly service)
• Domestic and Commercial cleaning undertaken
• A ‘one off’ spring clean, ‘deep clean’
• Carpet Cleaning
There is no job too big or too small!
Call G&K SERVICES for rates or quotes: mob 54777, home: 22777

Michele’s Cafe & Decorated Cakes

Eat in or Takeaway (or have delivered to you). Tel/Fax 21123 mobile 55123

Opening hours:
Specials this week are Mon-Thurs. 8am till 1pm
Friday 7.30am till 1pm &
Gammon steak, chips or
Saturday 10.30am-1.30pm
mash with peas and pinapple £7.50
Sunday closed
Opening one weekend a Garlic and herb chicken breast steak in a roll
month - to be advertised
with salad and chips £6
here and on Facebook

Shorty’s Diner

OPEN 7 DAYS - 8:30am - LAST ORDERS: 8.30pm
Licensed to sell beer & wine with meals
Takeaways available.
Whole Cakes/Cheesecakes/Desserts made to order.
We cater for hot and cold buffets for functions
Trays of Assorted Sandwiches for business lunches
GIFT VOUCHERS AVAILABLE
Diner - Tel 22855
Marlene – Mobile 52855
Email: marleneshort@horizon.co.fk

Karma Hair & Beauty Salon
58 John Street, Stanley

OPENING AND CLOSING TIMES
MONDAY 8.30 TO 12.00 - 1.00 TO 5.30PM
TUESDAY 8.30 TO 12.00 - 1.00 TO 5.30PM
WEDNESDAY 8.30 - 12.00 1.00 TO 5.00PM Early Closing
THURSDAY 8.30 TO 12.00 - 1.00 TO 5.30PM
FRIDAY 8.30 TO 12.00 - 1.00 TO 5.30PM
SATURDAY 9.00 TO 12 - 1.00 TO 4.30PM
CLOSED ALL DAY SUNDAY
THE ONLY SHOP FOR HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Book in now for a wide range of hair & beauty treatments
Opening Hours:
Tuesday 		
Wednesday
Thursday		
Friday		
Saturday 		
Sunday & Monday

9.30 am - 1pm & 2 - 6.30pm
9.30am - 1pm & 2 - 5.30pm
9.30 am - 1pm & 2 - 6.30pm
9.30am - 1pm & 2pm - 5.30pm
10am - 5pm
Closed

For more information, or to book an appointment, pop in
or give us a call on 52729

5:44 PM
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Falkland Islands Tours & Travel Ltd
Book your Airport Transfer Today!
Bus Transfer £17 per person
Private transfer (up to 4 pax) £100

Other Services:

Vehicle hire; Tours; Driving School for
HGV and PSV vehicles; Freight
Delivery and NEW SERVICE
Vehicle maintenance (incl MOTs)
Contact Us: Tel 21775; Mobile + 500 51775; E-mail: admin@fitt.co.fk
Website: www.falklandtravel.com

Western Union Service
Fortuna Limited is an Agent for the Western Union money transfer service
We operate a PERSON to PERSON transfer service to and from
locations all over the world, or DIRECT to BANK transfer to selected countries
(please ask for details)
Opening times are Monday to Friday 8:00am to 12:00noon and 1:15pm to 4:30pm.
A valid, in-date passport or other approved photo identification is compulsory for
both senders and receivers.
For more information please call 22616 or call into our office in Waverley House,
John Street entrance.

White Grass
Café & Self-Catering Cottage

White Grass Self-catering
SleepsCottage
up to 7 people
- Open
sleeps
up toall year
from £25
per person
per night
seven
people
year
round
WhiteOpen
Grassall
Café
- Open
all year
£25
person
night
Satper
& Sun
- 10amper
til 4pm
Tel:Tel:
32044
email
32044
mmcmullen@horizon.co.fk
email: andineate@yahoo.com

S & C CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE SERVICES
SO MANY PROJECTS, SO LITTLE TIME?
WE HAVE THE TOOLS, SKILLS AND TIME FOR THOSE ODD JOBS
YOU HAVE BEEN PLANNING TO DO.
NO JOB IS TOO SMALL – FOR A FREE QUOTE JUST GIVE US A
CALL ON 51602 OR EMAIL: sebastiansandc@horizon.co.fk
SOME OF THE JOBS WE DO:
CONCRETE WORK
BLOCK WORK
LAWN MOWING
CARPENTRY
DECKS
FENCES
GUTTERS

WE ALSO HAVE TOOLS FOR HIRE:
LASER LEVEL
VIBRATING WACKER PLATE
STILL SAW
CONCRETE MIXER
POWER TOOLS

AND MORE...........

International Tours & Travel Ltd
Saturday 10 February 2018

Breakfast Rolls, Coffee, Teas, Cakes,
Sandwiches, Iced Coffee/Tea,
Smoothies, Milkshakes.
Located at the Historic
Dockyard Museum
Open from 7.30am until 4pm
Mon-Fri
Sat/Sun Open Museum Hours
Extended hours on Cruise
Ship Days Tel: 22462
Email: teaberrycafe@horizon.co.fk

LA897 arrives MPA 1410
LA894 departs MPA 1510
Check-in: 1230
ALL PASSENGERS MUST BE CHECKED IN
PRIOR TO ARRIVAL OF THE AIRCRAFT
TO GUARANTEE EMBARKATION.
LATAM’S HAND LUGGAGE POLICY WILL
BE STRICTLY ADHERED TO.

Tel: 22041
www.falklandislands.travel

*MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAYS OPEN
ALL DAY FROM 8AM
SATURDAYS FOOD SERVED ALL DAY*
*SUNDAYS OPEN ALL DAY FROM 10AM*
*Breakfast, morning coffee, cakes, sandwiches, brunch, lunch from 12noon until 1.30pm,
afternoon tea, wine bar, cocktails, dinner from
7pm until 9pm – Coffee/Teas drink in or Take
Away any time of the day*
Tel:+500 21464
Email:waterfront.kitchen.cafe@horizon.co.fk

